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Abstract

Autonomous driving vehicles are currently a challenging research topic in automotive field,
whose main goals are to ease traveling by automating vehicle’s navigation and control, as
well as ensuring safeness of passengers, pedestrians and other vehicles, taking part in traffic
situations.

This concept requires many components to work together, in order to implement and
ensure that an AI component for vehicle control is capable of substituting a human being
and meeting all the safety requirements, seems to be a complex and responsible task. As a
tool for easing the development of the concept as well as its implementation as a prototype
vehicle, a simulation of such autonomous driving vehicles in a controlled environment can
be implemented. Such a simulation in a virtual environment provides the opportunity one
to setup and execute scenarios, which in real world would require a prototype that has a
higher cost.

We have implemented a simulation platform, capable of configuring scenarios, executing
multiple different simulations simultaneously including all the selected scenarios and pro-
viding 3D visualization to the end user. In order to make the virtual world more realistic
we borrow ideas from Massive Multiplayer Online Game development [CKSW02] to allow
users to interact with each other. This means that in a multi-user virtual world, execution
of a scenario has to guarantee that all vehicles defined in it have to complete their task
by reaching their final destination, as well as ensuring that unexpected events are han-
dleable without side effects, e.g. vehicles defined in other scenarios, that interfere currently
executed scenario, will not cause any accidents.

Since our simulator environment allows us to plug in and execute different simulators using
components, such as vehicle control, navigation and coordination, network data collection
and transmission, combined with extensible configuration, it is capable of providing a large
amount of statistical data. The amount of data provided, as well as the specific cases
covered, depend on the executed simulators, used components as well as user-configured
scenarios and environment configuration.

The main goal of our solution is to allow test execution of real scenarios in virtual en-
vironment, based on real map data, and to provide statistical data, useful for analysis
of prototypes of autonomous driving vehicles. By extending our simulation platform, a
larger amount of scenarios can be tested, and by allowing custom environment and vehicle
configurations, the amount of prototypes, that can be simulated, is increased, which makes
our simulation platform a powerful tool for easing the development of autonomous driving
vehicles. In particular this master thesis targets to distribute a simulator in a way that
allows large amount of users to configure and execute simulations and interact with each
other from any device, supporting web browsers and WebGL ([Coz15]) as well as reducing
server’s load, reducing latency and improving users’ experience.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Autonomous driving vehicles require a large amount of implemented features and concepts
to be adjusted to work together. Many challenges for building prototypes of such vehicles
have already taken place all over the world. Such challenges require teams of experts to
develop, test, analyze and prepare their prototypes to meet specific requirements. As an
example of the challenges and problems, that experts had to go through in development
of a prototype of autonomous driving vehicle for 2007 DARPA challenge can be seen
in [BR14]. Details of concrete implementation of such a prototype vehicle can be found
in [UAB+08], where the winner team of the challenge, Boss, explains more about the
work its members had to do, the problems they had to solve and the details about the
implementation and adjustment of the prototype. One can also take a look at the details
of the best non-US team in the challenge, Caroline, [RBL+08].

Autonomous driving vehicles are considered the future of transport, therefore large amount
of scientific works and industrial efforts is put into solving the problems, that this idea
brings with itself. Some of the problems are solvable by using appropriate hardware sensors
and applying fast algorithms for data mining and processing. However, testing prototypes
in real world consumes more time and is more expensive than virtual world simulation.

It is clear that building a prototype vehicle requires more or less a big team of experts,
great dedication, long time for development, implementation and adjustment, and last but
not least, the cost for it is high, due to necessity of large amount of hardware components.
Software simulators however, have proven to be an efficient tool for easing tests execution,
gathering statistical data and running analysis for projects and concepts of almost any sci-
entific field. Theories and concepts, especially applicable in industry, require testing and
analysis of many components and meeting harsh requirements for safety, performance,
etc. These obstacles are often eased by software simulators, developed in a specific way,
depending on tasks requirements. This means that software simulators for the same con-
cept, might differ greatly, because their main goal is to ease performing a task referring
to specific aspect of the problem, that has to be solved.

Since different concepts have many different aspects, that have to be considered, tested
and analyzed, developed software simulators differ in architecture, implementation, etc.
Most of the simulators are developed as a single application, which means that the user
has to install the software, in order to be able to use it. Normally such applications come
with a big database holding vehicles, environment and other objects model details, as well
as implemented logic for running and configuring simulations. The result of simulation
can be in text or video format, meanwhile also visible via the software application.
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Classic solutions for simulators normally include a single application, which has to be
installed on client’s machine with all of its dependencies. Such simulators brings all the
data for building virtual environment, i.e. map and terrain data, static objects as traffic
signs, buildings, trees, etc. as well as dynamic objects as vehicles, pedestrians and even
additional data for weather, day-time and so on. Such application can be reviewed in
[AKP05]. It allows users to prepare in great details simulation scenarios, to apply analyses
on simulation’s result data as well as to perform 2D or 3D visualization of the simulation.
Additional module is included to export result statistical or video data. This structure
based on heavy modules, that bring significant amount of precise logic, allows such a
simulation application to provide very good and detailed simulation results. However,
a downside of this approach is the static data available on client’s machine, in other
words, the possibility that the models for vehicles, pedestrians and even simulation logic
is outdated. Whenever a module is outdated or needs to be replaced by another module,
which executes different calculation tasks, additional packages have to be imported and
adjusted to work with the application. Of course releasing updates for the application can
solve the problem.

Another approach for automotive simulators can be borrowed from computer game devel-
opment and especially multiplayer games. Since more and more types of digital devices
are getting produced and are able to connect to Internet, along with the evolution of web
technologies and web browsers, a combined solution based on gaming over Internet seems
to be a suitable way of developing a scalable software simulator.

Modern software application are normally based on distributed approach. On one hand
this technique eases the use of client application as well as providing dynamic updates,
which do not requires any additional user actions, and on the other hand users can share
knowledge with each other. Distributed simulators are not an exception and as an ex-
ample one can point out CyberWalk ([NSLL02]) - a web platform allowing simulation of
geographical data in a virtual world as well as sharing geographical location between users.
Although it simulates only static environment data, it provides up-to-date map data and
allow users to share additional information about geo-locations.

If we take a look of massive multiplayer online gaming approaches, we can borrow architec-
tural styles and ideas, that can help building a distributed simulator. Multiplayer gaming
has two main architecture type approaches for handling simultaneously many players and
keeping game state consistent - client/server and peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures. As
an example of a solution for MMOG using peer-to-peer architecture, we can point out
[DBL04].

Since P2P architectures require additional game state synchronization, in the example
we cited above, a distribution algorithm is used, in order to split players into groups,
depending on their location in the virtual world. This eases the communication between
players, by synchronizing game state only between players in the same group. In other
words, players in one group synchronize group game state (objects) between each other
and do not communicate changes to players in other groups. When players in one group
interact with each other, for example by trading, they synchronize only themselves and do
not multicast updates to other players in the same group. For static objects coordinators
are assigned inside each group and they also communicate changes for objects concerning
more than a single group of players, which provides synchronization between groups. When
a player switches a group, he starts multicasting updates only to members of the new group,
as well as receiving updates from the new group and eventually coordinators. Distribution
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of coordinators, which are to keep the state of certain objects, is done dynamically and does
not depend on players’ choice. A visual representation of player-groups, synchronization
and multicast updates is shown on Figure 1.1.

P

P

P

P

P

P
Region 1

Region 2

Synchronisation

Player

Static object

Direct connection

User action

Multicast

Group

Figure 1.1: Player grouping and update multicasting

The motivation for this master thesis and our main goal, is to provide a distributed multi-
user simulation platform, which has a well scalable and easily changeable architecture for
simulation of large amount of vehicles dynamically added to an existing virtual world, thus
allowing testing a bigger scope of potential problems that might occur when autonomous
driving vehicles are used in real world.

Additionally, borrowing ideas from multiplayer game development, allowing users to com-
municate and interact within a platform, can cause unexpected event to occur, due to
interaction between simulated vehicles by different simulations, whenever several simulta-
neously running simulation scenarios are executed. This situations add a new challenge
for us, whose solution on a later phase can bring our simulation to a level of handling
environmental dynamic objects, simulated by algorithms for artificial intelligence. This
can allow simulation scenarios to be executed in a populated by AI objects virtual world,
allowing a simulation model to operate completely by itself, thus trusting only the data,
provided for example by sensors and GPS modules, rather than simulating all the objects
and executing calculation for many objects and reducing performance.

The list of challenges, which have to be solved, in order to allow implementation of our
approach as well as bringing all the possible advantages, is as follows:

1. Increasing scalability

• by distributing server on many machines, decreasing machine load and compu-
tational power requirements

• by providing client and server applications, which work together. This removes
the requirement for installation of a thick client application and updates, that
keep all the necessary data and specific simulation and analysis logic
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• due to the widely spread support of web-based application on different devices,
as PCs and mobile devices

• by using the plug-in approach, allowing additional simulators to be run along
with the main simulation on the server. Simple update and restart of the server
will allow all the users to be able to use the new simulators, without installing
or updating anything on their devices

2. Increasing usability

• by providing web-based client application with user-friendly interface

• due to web-integrated 3D visualization in real-time shared among all users
virtual environment

• by allowing execution of complex simulation scenarios

• by allowing users to interact with each other, which may bring unpredicted
events to occur and therefore enhance the level of quality required to be met
by implemented sensors and algorithms included in the simulators

3. Increasing reliability - by using data storage on server side and synchronization
between server instances, in order to provide high-level consistency of simulations in
simulated virtual world

4. Increasing adaptability - by extending simulation platform with additional simulators
or extending client application, and providing easy deployment

In order to develop and implement the solution for simulation platform, ideas have to be
borrowed from massive multiplayer online games development, as well as additional simu-
lator specific algorithms, data optimization, communication protocols and synchronization
approaches. In the next chapters we give a detailed explanation about the concepts and
mechanisms implemented in our solution.

In this thesis we explain what techniques, approaches and mechanisms we have used
in developing our simulation platform, allowing us to add additional simulators, to keep
virtual environment ready for user-defined simulations and to support execution of multiple
simulations simultaneously.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Massive multiplayer online gaming

Multiplayer gaming allows users running client applications to connect, interact and play
a game with other users all over the world. There are several types of multiplayer gaming
depending on the connection to the other users, most common of which are the local
connection (over LAN1) and online (over Internet).

Massive multiplayer online (MMO) gaming brings the first concept to a new level, allowing
a very big amount of users to interact with each other in a constantly active virtual world.
Compared to regular multiplayer, where each time users want to play, they create a new
private room, which is an instance of a region and is restricted to have a low number
of users, MMO provides a very big virtual world, which is instantiated once when the
server is started, and kept running until the server is shutdown, thus allowing many
users to connect and interact with each other. Therefore MMO requires a certain level
of scalability, in order to keep the virtual world running, as well as synchronization to
provide the necessary playability to the users. Since simulation of vehicles with real world
data shares many commonalities with MMO concept, we based our solution on many
approaches used in MMO. In the next sections we explain those concepts and how they
are handled in massive multiplayer online gaming.

Definition 2.1.1. Virtual world in a MMO game includes a map, terrain and all static
objects necessary to provide simulated environment, in which users can play. In this
environment all players, non-player characters (NPC) and dynamic objects reside, interact
and change the state of the world.

Definition 2.1.2. A player is defined by a single human user, allowed to interact with
the environment, other players and NPCs. Each player has properties defined by the game
itself and they can change during interaction with other players or non-player characters,
as well as with the environment. When such changes occur, the state of the virtual world
changes, since it represents everything happening in it.

Definition 2.1.3. Non-player characters are all dynamic objects, controlled by an arti-
ficial intelligence algorithm (AI). They can interact in the same way the human players
can, but normally execute specific loop-scripts. In our application, an example of such an
NPC are pedestrians and traffic lights.

1Local area network
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The concept of virtual world populated by non-player characters executing scripts, which
keep them moving in a predefined loop, or behaving based on an AI algorithm allows a
simulator to adopt such approaches, in order to provide a very close to reality environment.
This in addition to the many players, who can interact with the environment as well as
other players increases greatly the possible scenarios, that can be simulated.

2.2 Area of Interest

Area of interest (AoI) is a concept used in game development. It is a mechanism, that helps
reducing the visualization data, which is about to be rendered on the client application, by
visualizing only data, included in certain area (scope, range, etc.). In general, the AoI is
implemented depending of the environment visualization approach, for example if the map
is displayed as a combination of square tiles, then the AoI is a rectangular region of tiles
around the object. The data available for visualization to the client is all the environmental
data, i.e. terrain and static objects, included in AoI as well as the additional dynamic
objects entering the AoI. Whether all the data is rendered or a specific viewing region
defined by AoI together with viewing angle is used, depends on the requirements of the
client application. Example of AoI implementation is shown on Figure 2.1.

a) Circular area with 

view angle and region

b) Hexagonal area

Area of Interest

View region

Figure 2.1: Area of Interest: circular and hexagonal representation

Area of interest is helpful in large environments, where the amount of events triggered
by users is very big. In such scenarios, restricting users within their AoI, allows the
server to reduce the amount of events received by users as well as propagation of events
triggered inside their own AoI. This means that users, whose areas of interest intersect
each other, have to synchronize environment objects, i.e. update each other about those
object, residing in the intersected region, but everything that happens further away from
their AoIs does not require synchronization. However, moving objects, whose movement
starts by triggering an event from one user, can intersect another user’s AoI at some point
in the time. Global location-independent events, are also propagated to users.

In a software simulator the area of interest can be helpful, if simulation is decoupled from
specific area, and rather concerned only about the vehicle, whose movement and behavior it
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is supposed to simulate. If such approach is used, area of interest can reduce significantly
the amount of environmental data given as input, thus reducing the amount of data
processed by the simulator and therefore increasing simulation performance. Additionally
the concept of area of interest is borrowed from real world, thus simulating autonomous
driving vehicles from such a perspective can be very helpful.

2.3 Architectures

Distributed software solutions are based on two basic types of network architectures - peer-
to-peer and client/server ([TW11]), with various modifications. Visual representation of
those architectures is shown on Figure 2.2.

Client

Client

Client

Client Client

Client

Client Client

Client

Client

Client

Client

Sever

DB

a) Peer-to-peer architecture b) Client/Server architecture

Connections

Client machines

Central server

Figure 2.2: Peer-to-peer and Client/Server architectures

Both architectures bring their positives and negatives. In general we can compare them
in several aspects - performance (latency), scalability, reliability (robustness), control and
security.

2.3.1 Peer-to-peer

Peer-to-peer architecture provides very good performance for applications constraining
users to communicate in groups with limited size. In multiplayer gaming this architecture
is preferred mostly for shooter games, due to the low latency and very high frame-per-
second ration, provided by the direct connections between all users playing in the same
group (game room). When the amount of users communicating with each other increases,
the capacity of the network increases too, since each new user brings its computational
power within the network. This ability of peer-to-peer networks, to dynamically increase
network capacity and performance by each new node (client machine), is also the reason for
their good scalability. However, the more users communicate with each other, the higher
the load of the network is, which is a prerequisite for failures and losing consistency, due
to the huge amount of messages and data, the users have to send to each other in every
tick2.

2time interval for sending/receiving updates to/from other users
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In order to provide better robustness, nodes (users) in peer-to-peer networks are often
restricted to meet certain requirements, mostly referring to latency, e.g. users with higher
latency than a threshold are not allowed to participate in the network, since they are
the reason to slow down performance for all users inside the network. Another aspect
for reliability is the consistency and fault tolerance of the network. Since in peer-to-
peer networks, each client computes its own local view over the state of the service, it is
important, that this state is consistent to the states of the other users in the network,
i.e. consistency is a measure for quality of the service, in other words, the higher the
consistency, the better the service is. High consistency level is achieved by synchronization
protocols. The main goal of such protocols is to achieve correct synchronization between
all the users communicating in the network. Detailed description of such a protocol can
be found at [GD98], where Diot and Gautier introduce bucket synchronization protocol,
which collects updates in buckets, and executes them depending on timestamp intervals
of registered user actions.

Since peer-to-peer networks do not provide centralized control, users all together have to
maintain the state (consistency) of the service. In order to achieve this goal, aspects of
the global state of shared objects and resources are distributed to the users within the
network. This means that a user, called coordinator, will maintain the state of specific
set of objects and whenever other users request information about the state of those
objects, the coordinator will send back the necessary updates. To achieve better fault
tolerance, each set of shared objects (resources) is assigned to more than one coordinator.
This approach increases the chance, that when a user leaves the network, intentionally or
unintentionally, there will be at least one other coordinator to keep the correct state of
the objects it is assigned to, thus the global state of service is preserved correct. However,
high consistency and fault tolerance in peer-to-peer networks can not replace centralized
authority, therefore correct understanding of the application domain is crucial, when the
application architecture is getting chosen.

2.3.2 Client/server

Client/server architecture differs from peer-to-peer in many aspect, the most noticeable
of which is the connections between users, which in client/server architecture are indirect,
because all the communication going between clients, goes through the server. This feature
however, provides the ability of the server to become an authority, i.e. to achieve control
over the provided service. By authorizing client requests, commands, etc., the server can
achieve control over the state of service, which means that the consistency level is higher,
as well as increasing security, due to indirect communication between clients, in other
word control over communication inside the network.

Fault tolerance in client/server architecture has a bit different meaning, than in peer-to-
peer applications. While in P2P networks, users have to keep the state of service and it
is important that when a user is leaving, the state is preserved correct, in client/server
architecture the server is the only state keeper (coordinator), which means that users are
not responsible about the state of service, but also that the server becomes a single-point
of failure. This turns to be a big drawback of client/server model, and therefore additional
mechanisms are developed for reducing the chance of failure and thus increasing the fault
tolerance of applications based on this architecture.

Together with fault tolerance, scalability of applications based on client/server architecture
is not very high and further improvements are necessary to bring this aspect to a higher
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level. As a solution systems based on client/server model are using distribution of the
server on several machines. There are several approaches for distributing a server, which
we explain in chapter 4.

Performance in client/server architecture relies greatly on the server machine capabili-
ties. Distributing server code on several machines increases fault tolerance (reliability)
and computational power, but total performance becomes dependent on synchronization
between server machines. Latency however, depends only on the connection to the server,
which in comparison with peer-to-peer network, removes the need of latency threshold for
users, since slow users can not affect other users’ experience.

Although client/server architecture can handle much more users than peer-to-peer, a re-
search at [KCC+05], about traffic characteristics of massive multiplayer online games based
on client/server architecture, shows that the number of users, however, is limited. Usually
the packages sent from the server to the users are several times more than the updates
that users send to the server. Also a linear dependency between the number of users and
the size of the packages sent from the server, shows that the number of users, when not
limited, can increase to degree, that causes the size of the packages sent from the server
to the clients to exceed even the size of the MTU 3.

Multi-tier architecture

Client/server architecture can be modified to achieve extra security, scalability or even to
be better understood. One of the approaches for extending the client/server architecture
is by adding additional layers. The very first implementation of client/server architecture
is the two-tier architecture, i.e. client layer and server layer. Since software applications
are getting more and more complicated, two-tier architecture seems not reliable enough,
therefore mutli-tier architectures ([TMD07]) are developed in order to split logic, data
storage and management in different layers.

Many web-based applications, like the one we develop, are based on three-tier architec-
ture, visual representation of which is shown on Figure 2.3. Client application is a separate
layer as in two-tier architecture, but server code is split on business logic tier and data
storage tier. This separation provides better security, and therefore increased robustness,
since users actions can be restricted in the business logic tier, and direct access to the
database or file system can be restricted. By managing user actions and additional pro-
cessing of their request, a clean-defined application work-flow is provided, which decreases
chances for errors in run-time, and therefore reliability of the application. Also test-driven
development is encouraged, therefore application quality can be increased.

There exist also multi-tier architectures with more than three layers, for example additional
proxy layer, load balancing layer (arbiter) and so on. Their application in real projects
depend on the application domain and specification requirements.

2.4 Distributing mechanisms

One monolith server would probably fail to handle very large amount of concurrent users
at a time. Therefore the server has to be distributed to many machines. Sharing the load

3maximum transmission unit
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Figure 2.3: Three-tier architecture

among several machines, however, turns to be a difficult task, since distributing one layer
of the multi-tier architecture requires additional synchronization and load balancing. A
naive approach would be to distribute the layers of the architecture on separate machines,
but this however does not provide the necessary scalability, due to the fact that business
tier will still experience very high load, due to the many concurrent user requests, even
though the database load would have been transferred to a different machine.

A various approaches for server distribution are developed to ease building distributed
application. We explain several of them in this section.

2.4.1 Sharding

One of the first techniques for distributing server applications is sharding, shown on Figure
2.4. It is based on replication of server code and data storage on different machines,
which are about to handle limited amount of users. Each server (cluster) serves not
only the configured limited amount of users, but also it is based in specific location, in
order to provide lower latency for users in the same region. This approach grants better
performance to the users connected to the shard in their region, but also restricts them to
communicate with other users only in the same shard.

Since Internet is a global network, sharding has proven to be a very useful technique
for distribution of web-based application all over the world. Although users in different
shards can not communicate with each other, they receive the same service, due to the
replication of business and data storage tiers. Replicating those layers also guarantees
that deployment of new version or updates of the application will be spread among all
shards, thus increasing scalability of the application.
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Nevertheless, a downside of this approach is separation and isolation of users in differ-
ent shards. In applications requiring information sharing among very large amount of
users per shard, sharding by its own can not solve the problem with distributing server
load. Additional mechanisms have to be combined together, in order to achieve better
performance.

2.4.2 Cloning

Another approach for distributing server load among different machines is the so called
cloning. It is similar to sharding, due to replication of server code on different machines,
but this mechanism requires synchronization between them. The data storage tier might
or might not be distributed, but always provides the same data to each server copy.

Synchronization between server copies can be achieved by using different network topologies
([TW11]), each of which brings positives and negatives to the whole system, which have
to be considered when the topology is getting chosen. An example of cloning technique
with ring topology is shown on Figure 2.5.

By synchronizing server copies, users connected to one server copy are able to communicate
with users, connected and managed by another server copy, making the users to experience
the service like they are connected to one monolithic server. This reduces the load on single
machines, but increases the network load, due to additional synchronization messages
between server copies, which also increases the complexity of the whole application.
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2.4.3 Zoning

Zoning is an approach for distributing servers, which in contrast to sharding and cloning
techniques, is used whenever a virtual world is handled by the server logic. This technique
breaks down this virtual world into regions, also called zones. Each zone is handled by
different server and therefore experience different load, depending on the amount of users
currently connected to a zone. Since zones have static borders, they have to be divided in
a way, that balances the load of the whole application, in other words, zones might need
to have different dimensions, in order to restrict the maximum amount of concurrent users
per zone.

Furthermore, zones can be implemented in a way that restricts users from one zone to com-
municate with users from another zone. This means that zones, although serving different
parts of the virtual world, are implemented more or less as shards, and therefore making
the zone boundaries opaque, thus constraining users to receive any updates from out-
side the zone. Nonetheless implementations of zoning approach allowing for transparent
boundaries exist. Zoning implementations allowing transparent boundaries require addi-
tional synchronization about users and objects, close to zone boundaries, among adjacent
zones. We discuss such approach in section 2.5.

In general zoning approach introduces logical separation of server load by means of virtual
world partitioning. Visual representation of the basic zoning mechanism is shown on
Figure 2.6.

Additional algorithms can be combined together with zoning approach in order to re-
duce the server load. An example of such algorithms is the Zoom-in-zoom-out algorithm,
present in [LKC05], whose main goal is to minimize the distance between users in differ-
ent zones, or in other words, to reduce the synchronization delay caused due to additional
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synchronization of non-adjacent zone servers. This algorithm perform four steps in total:

1. Allocation of each client to the closest server

2. Find the core server, i.e. the one that minimizes the distance to all clients

3. (Zoom-in) transfer a client to another server, if and only if the new server is the
closest from the core server and the synchronization delay is still in defined bound-
aries

4. (Zoom-out) transfer a client to another server, if and only if the new server is the
farthest from the current one and the synchronization delay is still in defined bound-
aries

This algorithm finds application not only in combination with zoning approach, but can
also be helpful whenever cloning and instancing techniques are used, in order to provide
better performance for users, regularly communicating with each other.

2.4.4 Instancing

Instancing is very similar to sharding on a virtual level. Therefore it requires pre-divided
virtual world in zones, room, etc., which can later be instanced. When a zone has several
instances, this means that several virtual zones are created, all hosting the same map data,
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but completely unlinked with each other, thus isolating the users inside each instance.
Unlike in zoning approach, where users can transfer from a zone to another, instances do
not share borders. Each instance might be a new virtual world, thus users residing in one
instance do not even know about the existence of another instance.

Instancing seems to be very useful, when controlled environment inside a virtual world is
necessary. In game industry, instancing finds great application in private rooms. Those
rooms serve limited amount of users, that meet a requirement, for example a password
has to be known or a specific gaming criterion has to be met, for example player’s level
has to be above certain threshold, in order to unlock the room.

Apart of static instantiation of zones, instancing can be applied when dynamic instances
are necessary. In case of gathering of many users in the same zone, which inflict a very
high server load, instances of the same zone can be dynamically created, in order to split
the users, hence reducing the server load.

Whenever there are lots of instanced zones, in which only a small amount of users re-
sides, one server can be assigned to handle several instances. This is the opposite of the
approaches for reducing server load, rather increasing the effective usage of each server
machine.

2.5 Advanced distributed architectures

In this section we discuss several concepts of distributed architectures in combination with
distributed mechanisms.

2.5.1 Proxy-server architecture

Müller and Gorlatch in [MG04] present an innovative hybrid architecture style combining
both client/server and peer-to-peer architectures together with cloning technique. The
idea behind their architecture is to provide standard connection between clients and server,
distributing server code on several machines and using proxy layer to provide faster user
connection.

As we can see, the architecture shown on Figure 2.7 is consisted of several layers. The
outermost layer is the client tier, followed by the proxy layer, whose main goal is to provide
fastest possible connection for users, depending on their ISP4, or in other words, users will
connect to the proxy server, which is maintained by the same or the closest ISP, which
will provide faster connection due to a shorter package route.

The next layer is the business logic tier together with data storage. In this layer game
logic together with according database is replicated on different machines. Each of those
cloned machines has all the data necessary to keep an instance of the whole virtual world, in
order to eliminate transfer time, which is common for architectures using zoning approach.
Since the virtual world is not divided in zones and virtual worlds maintained by each
machines are not separated instances, the only synchronization, necessary to preserve
massive multiplayer concept, i.e. allowing clients connected to one server to interact
and communicate with clients connected to another server, has to be made between the

4Internet Service Provider
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Figure 2.7: Proxy-server architecture

servers. Synchronization is done by connecting all server machines with each other, in an
inner network, using peer-to-peer architecture, which provides very fast connection, but
increases the network load. However, since one server can handle many users, the inner
network remains very small, thus network load is preserved low.

Synchronization here is done by sending updates between server machines. When a server
changes its local state, due to user action, it has to send an update to all other servers, so
they can update their local state. A tickrate5 t has to be defined, so at any 1/t seconds
each server sends and receives updates to/from all other servers in the inner network. The
synchronization flow of the whole architecture is as follows:

1. Client(s) submit an action to the server it is connected to

2. The server validates those actions.

• If unallowed action has been submitted, the server rejects it and notifies the
user.

• Otherwise, the server updates its local game state, sends acknowledgment mes-
sage to the user and proceeds to the next step

3. On the next tick all the updates submitted by users in the interval between last tick
and current time are sent to all servers in the inner network.

4. When an update from other server is received, each server updates its local game
state and checks for interactions.

5frequency at which state updates are calculated and sent
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5. The result of interaction evaluation is sent back as a new update to all servers within
the inner network.

6. Each server multicasts its updated local state to the affected users, within its net-
work.

Better security, preserved centralized authority, better user management, low network
load and low latency, thus high performance, due to client/server architecture, together
with fast synchronization between servers, due to peer-to-peer inner network provides
one very good environment even for first person shooter games. Robustness as well as
scalability is very high, due to the combination of both architecture styles. However
cloning approach with extremely big virtual world might not work well, due to the high
hardware requirements of the servers, necessary to maintain the whole virtual world on
each machine. Although synchronization mechanism is well designed, consistency may be
broken, if the size of update packages becomes too big, due to handling very wide virtual
worlds.

As an additional advantage, the authors have also mention that their approach allows for
forecasting the number of proxy servers necessary to handle certain amount of users.

2.5.2 Distributed architecture combined with zoning technique

In [AT05] an innovative distributed client/server architecture for MMO gaming, using
zoning technique is presented. The idea of this architecture is that the virtual world, which
is about to be handled and maintained by the server, is first split on zones (regions), each
of which is handled by a single server machine. An example of this architecture is shown
on Figure 2.8.

Player

Player’s scope

Zone

Zone border

Object triggering 
an event

Impact of the event

Figure 2.8: Distributed architecture based on zoning approach
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In order to provide the massiveness necessary for MMO additional server synchronization
is necessary. It is done using the publish/subscribe technique (also known as the Observer
pattern [Fow03]), visual representation of which is shown on Figure 2.9. Each server,
subscribes to receive updates from each of its neighbor servers, about events, happening
close to the borders. This subscription works like a client/server connection, between
the subscriber (client) and publisher (server) machine. Whenever an event is triggered
close to the border areas, the server, which handles current region, notifies all subscribers
about the event. So when a server receives notifications from other server, to which it is
subscribed, it evaluates the updates and notifies the according users.

Publisher 1

Publisher 2

Publisher 3

Subscriber 1 (S1)

Subscriber 2 (S2)

Subscriber 3 (S3)

Publisher-Subscriber 

Service

Topic Subscribers

A

B

C
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Figure 2.9: Publish-subscribe pattern

The authors mention four cases, in which their synchronization mechanism has to work,
in order to provide fully synchronized distributed virtual world, are defined as follows:

1. A player residing in one server and staying close to its border must be able to receive
events, which occur in the area from the other side of the border, which is handled
by another server. This must be handled even when several servers share a border.

2. When a player is moving from one zone to another, its state has to be transferred
correctly and smoothly to the next server, which handles the region the player steps
into.

3. An event about an object, that originates in one zone, but ends its movement (action)
in another zone, has to be transferred from the server triggering the start event to
the server which is about to finalize the event. This scenario is close to scenario 2,
but it affects dynamic objects, rather than players, for example bullets shot by a
player residing in one area, but aimed at another.

4. When an event, triggered close to borders, may simultaneously affect several adjacent
zones, it has to be spread among the server handling those regions. For example a
bomb is exploding close to the border of one zone, but affecting all the objects in
certain radios around it, independent of the zones they reside in.
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The first problem is solved by subscribing servers to their neighboring servers. This way,
when a player residing in one zone, needs to receive updates about an area, handled by
another server, the server handling the region the player is located in sends the necessary
updates to the player, when notifications from the neighbor server (publisher) are received.
The user does not know about inter-server connection, and when this connection is fast,
the user experience is preserved high.

The second problem is based on the solution of the first one. However, when a player is
crossing the border between two regions, the server which handled the player until now,
notifies the next server, that it has to handle this player from now on, using the already
established two-way connection. The transition from one region to another from players
view is preserved smooth, when the connection between servers is fast and since only one
additional message has to be sent, in order a transfer to be realized.

The third problem is more or less a specific case of the second problem. However, it occurs
only when objects are created in one region, and moved to another. In this case two
events have to occur. The first one is the beginning of the movement of the object, which
is received by the server-subscriber, which can now predict the trajectory and landing
position of the object, by evaluating the event data. The second event is received by
the server, in which the object will end its movement, in the moment when this object
is crossing the border. By evaluating this event data, the server, which now handles
the object, has to chose which trajectory and landing position to choose. The chosen
calculation is normally the one with shorter (faster) trajectory.

The last problem can affect more than two adjacent servers. Therefore, when an event
is triggered, the servers, which are affected, are combined in pairs of primary and sec-
ondary servers. The primary server, usually the one with the lowest ID, is responsible of
ordering the shared events, which each server handles its own local events. Whenever a
shared event occurs on the primary server, the server executes the event and notifies the
secondary server(s). However, if a shared event occurs on the secondary server, to preserve
serializability, the secondary server notifies the primary server about the event and waits
until it sends a notification back, allowing for execution of the event. This technique adds
additional latency only if shared events happen on secondary servers, and the latency is
equal to the cost of a round-trip inter-server communication message.

Fault tolerance in for this architecture is done by making each server to keep a log of
occurred events. This grants the possibility to replay events in order to recover the state
of the server.

This architectural approach shows very good performance and allows many users to be
handled, without reducing the user experience. Also the bandwidth is smaller than the one
in proxy-network architecture, discussed in the previous section. However, fault-tolerance
is still an issue, on which additional work has to be done to optimize it.

2.6 Model-View-Controller pattern

Model-View-Controller ([Gam95]) is a software architectural pattern commonly used in
applications providing user interface. The main idea of the pattern is to separate the
way information is represented to the client from the internal data representation in an
application. Basic MVC representation is shown on Figure 2.10.

MVC splits the structure of an application in three base component types:
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• Model - responsible for managing the application’s data, business logic and rules as
well as expressing the application’s behavior and updating the view component

• View - responsible for presenting information to the user as well as providing visual
controls, such as buttons, text fields, etc., by means of which the user would be able
to interact with the application via the controller component

• Controller - responsible for handling user actions and propagating consequential
events to the model component

Although MVC pattern seems to be mostly applicable for client applications, it can be
easily adapted to a client/server architecture design by redefining the Model, View and
Controller components in a higher level. An example for such usage is the Spring Frame-
work and in particular Spring MVC ([Wal15]). In this notion, MVC is used whenever
Web Services need to be implemented, by defining the view as web-resource (e.g. web
page), the model as the data provided by the server to the client and the controller as the
web-services controller, responsible for handling incoming client requests.

By decoupling representation from data model and business logic, MVC successfully ap-
plies the Separation of Concerns principle ([Dij82]), and therefore helps improving code
readability and maintainability, thus allowing code reuse and parallel programming to be
applied in the development process.
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Chapter 3

Technical Requisites

Achieving simultaneous usage of many users as well as providing good user experience
and overall performance requires well defined application domain, architectural decision
and precise implementation. Since we already discussed the domain in which our work is
based as well as the different architectures supporting distributed software solutions, in
this chapter we discuss the technologies we have used while building both client and server
applications.

Since our simulation platform can be distributed on different machines, communication
between client and server has to be secure and fast. As our client application is web-
based, we make use of web-communication protocols like HTTP(S), TCP/IP ([TW11])
and especially WebSocket protocol ([FM11]).

Another important aspect of our platform is the client application and in particular user
experience and application performance. We have implemented our client application
based on WebGL ([Coz15]), in order to simulate 3D object models.

In the next sections we discuss more about the frameworks we chose to work with and
what benefits they provide.

3.1 SmartFoxServer

SmartFoxServer ([got]) is a Software Development Kit for developing multiplayer games
and application. It is providing a rich set of features tightly connected with multiplayer
game development, database connectivity, security mechanisms as well as optimized com-
munication protocols, data serialization and user management.

Due to the requirements and goals of our simulation platform, SFS seems to be a reasonable
choice for development of our web-server application. We make great use of several features
that SFS provides in its regular release version, which we discuss in the next paragraphs.

3.1.1 Web Server

The embedded Jetty Web-server ([Ecl]), which we use to deploy our web-based client
application, play a major role in our simulation platform architecture. By deploying on a
web-server we achieve flexibility in application versioning and deployment, since whenever
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a new version of the client application is tested and ready for release, it just has to
be deployed on the web-server and it will automatically substitute the old version. No
additional actions as upgrading or downloading and installing the new application version
from user side is necessary.

Since Internet and web-technologies are widely used and because of the high level of
support of web technologies by different devices, using web-based platform allows us to
reach a greater amount of users worldwide.

3.1.2 Web Services

Web Services are the core feature necessary for developing the communication between our
client and server applications. By using them, we have developed a secure and organized
communication, which preserve connection with each user and thus guaranteeing user’s
identity and increasing performance. By combining it with the binary WebSocket protocol,
which reduces the bandwidth with around 30%, due to elimination of the necessity of
base64 encoding of the messages sent between client and server as well as the overall steps
taken to processes a message through WebSocket and TCP/IP protocols.

3.1.3 Data serialization

SmartFoxServer introduces its own data representation wrapper object, which allows the
messages sent between server and client use a standard for data representation. This
standard is implemented in SFSObject and SFSArray classes, which provide an API with
getters and setters, allowing data population of the wrapper object. Data type is required
whenever such a wrapper object is populated and grants correction of the data, when a
message is received by an application. Most of the standard data types such as boolean,
byte, integer, single and double precision floating point formats are supported, making this
data representation wrappers easily adaptable to many different programming languages.

3.1.4 Scope Management

SmartFoxServer introduces two basic concepts of scopes, a visual representation of which
is shown on Figure 3.1:

• Zone - has the largest scope in the concept of SFS architecture. It is a big part of the
server application, dedicated to serve specific application or a different instance of it.
It can handle user requests concerning global actions in the scope of the zone they are
logged in. A zone can be served by different machines, since it does not interfere in
the work-flow of other zones. Therefore the zone-concept allows SmartFoxServer to
distribute one server application on many serving machines, thus decreasing server
load and scalability of the whole platform.

• Room - is contained in a zone. It has a smaller scope and can handle user requests
of clients that have already joined in it. These user requests are concerning local
events, allowed actions or interaction with other users in the same room. A room
can be managed by its parent zone and is allowed to communicate with other rooms
through its parent zone.
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Figure 3.1: SmartFoxServer architecture

In SmartFoxServer each room and zone can be created dynamically, since each of them
is loaded in its own class loader. Zones and rooms can be dynamically added to the life-
cycle of the whole server application. This means that at any time server code can be
updated automatically by deploying a new extension 1. This plug-in feature increases the
scalability and flexibility of the whole application.

3.1.5 Data access and server monitoring

Additionally SmartFoxServer provides data access utility classes, easing the work with
database when necessary. Default database drivers are provided, but can also be substitute
by specified custom driver, whenever necessary. Database access and credentials can be
configured in the Admin panel tool, which is deployed by default as a web-application
whenever the SFS is running.

The admin panel allows custom configuration in many aspects. Communication protocols,
user and scope management properties are able to be configured and handled automatically
by the server. Additionally monitoring of activities and server load in zones, rooms or for
single users is provided, easing troubleshooting, server integration and deployment.

3.2 ThreeJS

ThreeJS ([Dir14]) is a lightweight JavaScript library for creating and displaying animated
3D computer graphics in a Web browser. It can be use in conjunction with HTML5 canvas,
SVG or WebGL.

1Custom developer implementation of a Zone or Room
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ThreeJS provides a rich set of graphics features, allowing precise 3D animation develop-
ment. Based on WebGL a web application can render complex 3D graphics faster and
smoother, depending of course on machine’s hardware, especially on the GPU and its
dedicated memory.

Additionally WebGL provides an API close to commonly used OpenGL graphics library
and is supported by all modern major browsers without additional plug-ins. This makes
the library widely used in web-based application due to ease of use and wide browser
support.

3.3 PostgreSQL database

PostgreSQL ([Pos]) is an open source relational database. It provides all the standard SQL
features as well as advanced SQL data types such as Arrays and Intervals, etc., additional
procedural language features, native regular expression support, batch query execution,
additional features for data import/export and many more. It worth mentioning that
PostgreSQL server is also supported on Unix, BSD and Windows based systems.

Using a database in a distributed system can help reducing memory consumption, due
to caching information. Overall performance can be increased, due to fast querying and
reduced response data capacity. Additionally customized data structure can optimize data
processing, due to elimination of additional adaptation of the input and output data.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Platform

In this chapter we discuss in details the main topic of this master thesis. We explain the
overall structure and work-flow of the platform as well as details about different aspects
of it. We also point out the challenges we had to cope with and discuss in details their
solutions.

4.1 Challenges

Constantly running simulation platform seems to consume quite large amount of resources,
due to the size of the virtual world, that is about to be handled. Although distributing the
server code to several machines can reduce the number of users per server, by applying the
sharding or instancing technique, it can also increase the need of extra synchronization and
thus the size of the bandwidth, due to increased amount of synchronization messages. In
section 4.4 we discuss how we deal with the problem, what approach is our solution based
on and what additional techniques we apply in order to reduce the resource consumption
of the server.

Distributing simulation requires additional synchronization, in order to allow smooth exe-
cution and good user experience. Since our platform make great use of splitting the virtual
world in many sectors, each of which handles its own local simulation and a number of
simulated objects, transferring a vehicle from one sector to another requires additional
care. In section 4.8 we go in details about our simulation approach, how we execute sim-
ulations, how we handle local events and how we synchronize neighbor sectors, whenever
a vehicle transfer is required.

As we already mentioned that our simulation platform keeps a huge virtual world ready to
server user requests, another problem connected with vehicle trajectory and path finding
arises. In section 4.5 we discuss in details how we achieve fast and yet correct path finding
result in a considerably large virtual world data.

Working with big data files and serving user queries requires well structured and defined
procedure for retrieving and saving data in a database. Considering that connections
between web server and database server are limited and come with a cost, we need to
optimize the communication between both servers in such a way, that preserves the level of
used database connections low, achieves high performance of writing and reading to/from
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the database. How we achieve high performance and how we transfer the data to the
end-user, we discuss in section 4.7.

Last but not least, security, in terms of user management and communication, as well as
versatility of the server configuration, are discussed in the last sections of this chapter.

4.2 Architecture

Since one part of the client is web-based application, our platform is based on the Three-tier
architecture style ([TW11]), including client layer, responsible for 3D visualization, web
server implementing the business logic and management and database server, responsible
for data storage. Space for extension is provided for additional proxy layer, in case that
the platform needs to be spread among different server machines on different location.

In order to preserve versatility of the business logic, client/server architecture ([TMD07])
is preferred, due to its ability to ease altering of the business logic implemented on the
web server. This means that every user will have to request one server machine, but will
not need to keep connections to other users nor be responsible for preserving simulation
state. Since a single server is considered a single point of failure, distributing the platform
to different machines decreases the probability of a failure, affecting all users connected
to the platform.

In addition to client/server architecture we do not use sharding or mirroring techniques,
in order to decrease server load. We consider that the root of this problem is the size
of the virtual world, handled by the server. Therefore our approach makes great use of
zoning approach, which we discuss in later section.

The platform also makes great use of Model-View-Controller pattern, which we apply
on the highest abstraction level, i.e. our client application represents the view, our web
services represent the controller and our database represents the model.

Another aspect of the architecture is dependent on SmartFoxServer development kit. It
influences especially the business tier of our architecture, by introducing zone and room
concepts, each of which has its own independent class loaders, allowing for extension plug-
in in run time as well as distributing zones and rooms on different machines. Although
rooms may be in the same scope as their parent zone, i.e. on the same web server, due to
different class loaders, communication between rooms and their parent zone is done only
via internal (for SmartFoxServer) messaging.

Although our architecture is based on the Three tier architecture style, our business tier
can be distributed on many machines whenever necessary, and consists of zone and/or
rooms, both of which handle user requests within their scope. A single zone represents an
instance of a whole virtual world, but does not provide virtual world data and therefore
keeps the memory consumption low. A zone does not provide to its users direct access to
the virtual world, rather each sector of the virtual world is loaded and managed by its own
room. Each of those rooms is created and removed dynamically, whenever needed, by the
zone, to which a client is connected. This means also that a user cannot connect directly
to a room, rather it has to be authorized first by a zone and then redirected to specific
room, which will handle user’s simulation. We discuss the work-flow of the platform as
well as how the virtual world is split in the next sections.
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An overview of our architecture as well as the main work-flow of the platform is shown on
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture overview

4.3 Basic work-flow

Our simulation platform, since consisting of server and client applications, has to initialize
the server application first, after which the web based application can be served and
available for any user. The initialization process is important not only because of preparing
server resources to be served, but also for preparing the server application in means of
loading configuration, necessary for world data processing and preparing communication
endpoints.

As a web based simulation platform, we need to provide a standard procedure of autho-
rization and usage of the platform. Therefore, a client is allowed to use our simulation
platform, only after successful connection is established to the server. After connecting
to the server, a client have to login with, in order to be allowed to use further services.
If client is not yet registered, he is allowed to login as a guest user, in such case the
SmartFoxServer will generate a temporal account and authenticate the user. After au-
thentication, the client application has successfully established a dedicated connection
with the server.
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Next step is selecting an existing simulation scenario as well as initial vehicle, which the
client wants to follow during the simulation. We provide also an option for uploading a
new scenario, described by an OpenStreetMap xml and sim files - the first contains a piece
of map, contained in our virtual world, and the second is a simulation configuration of
weather, pedestrians, vehicles and so on. On Figure 4.2 the client’s application menu for
these steps is shown.

Figure 4.2: Selecting simulation scenario

Whenever a scenario is selected, simulation is registered on the server and the sector’s
simulator starts to compute frame data including selected scenario. On the client appli-
cation, an event is received, giving the information about the sector, to which the client is
now connected. From this moment until the end of simulation or canceling the simulation
by the user, all request to from client to server are handled by the sector, to which the
client is currently connected. The sector’s virtual world data is received automatically and
built immediately after receiving. The user is notified that his simulation is processing
and has to wait until the server sends a message, informing the user that its simulation
is processed, as well as how much time has been necessary for the server simulator to
process the requested simulation scenario. Example of receiving message upon simulation
completion is shown on Figure 4.3.

Upon clicking on play button, the user’s vehicle is visualized and then simulation visual-
ization is played frame by frame, until user’s vehicle reaches its final destination or the
user decides to terminate the visualization. During visualization, the user is allowed to
switch its view perspective, by selecting a vehicle, from the vehicle menu, which is similar
to the menu for selecting simulation scenario. The vehicles listed in this menu are all the
simulated vehicles, currently located in the same sector as the one the user is connected
to. How a concrete visualization looks like is shown on Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Notification for processed scenario simulation

At any point of time, the client is able to go back to scenario menu and run another sim-
ulation, as well as using hot-keys to change camera, observe vehicle by several viewpoints,
etc.

In the next subsections we discuss in details how exactly this work-flow is implemented
and what happens on server-side application on each step, the user takes, while selecting
and running a simulation.

4.3.1 Zone level

As we already explained, the zone is an instance of a virtual world, thus has the highest
scope of access and management over user actions. Although on this level, no virtual world
data is loaded and transmitted to users, there are several steps each zone goes through,
whenever it is initializing.
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of simulation scenario

1. As a first step of initializing process of a zone, a configuration file containing details
for world map, rules for memory consumption optimization, etc is loaded.

2. Whenever the configuration is changed and there is no world data for specified map
name in the database, the virtual world has to be prepared. This happens by splitting
it in sectors and saving world data for each sector in the database, for faster later
access.

3. Since path-finding algorithms are not adjusted to work in distributed graph, we do
additional pre-processing, allowing us in later stage to determine the trajectory for
uploaded scenario.

After initialization, the zone is ready to serve user requests. The following actions are
allowed for users, after the connect to the server:

• Login with or without credentials

• Requesting list with all available scenarios as well as all vehicles, registered for each
scenario.

• Uploading a new scenario, by providing two files by the user (as mentioned above).

• Selecting a scenario and initial vehicle to be followed.

The last action triggers several events. First the zone tries to find in which sector the
followed vehicle has to be spawned. After that the user is connected to the room, serving
this sector. If such a room is not yet initialized, the zone creates it and then assigns the
user to it. From this moment on, the simulation as well as each user action, are going to
be handled by the room, in which the user has just been joined.

A zone also listens for internal messages, which can be sent from its own rooms. This
mechanism allows simulations to be synchronized, when they go through several sectors.
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When a room informs a zone for finished simulation, the zone checks whether the simula-
tion, that has been processed, has to continue in another sector (i.e. in another room). If
this is the case, the zone joins the user assigned to this simulation to the next room, which
is to handle the next part of the simulation. This process may repeat, until all parts of
the simulation are played, i.e. the vehicle’s final destination is reached.

A single zone in our simulation platform, according to the SmartFoxServer development
kit, i.e. according to the framework extension points, has to be implemented as sub-class
of SFSExtenion class.

1 public class ZoneExt extends SFSExtension {
2 ...
3 }

Listing 4.1: Framework extension by means of inheritance

This allows us to define the initialization process of a zone, which for us is impor-
tant for preparing logging and database management services, loading configuration, pre-
processing world data and registering event listeners and handlers. The implementation
of the initializing method is shown in Listing 4.2.

1 @Override
2 public void init() {
3 //set up utils
4 Logger.getInstance().init(this);
5 ApiManager.getInstance().init(this);
6 DataAccessUtils.getInstance()
7 .init(getParentZone().getDBManager());
8 trace("Init Zone: Logger, API manager, DataBase");
9 //parse configuration, initialize World

10 try {
11 initWorld(getConfigProperties());
12 } catch (Exception e) {
13 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.ERROR,
14 "Failed to initialize the world: " + e);
15 }
16

17 //initialize Business logic objects
18 this.scenarioBo = new ScenarioBO();
19

20 //handle custom login
21 addEventHandler(SFSEventType.USER_LOGIN, LoginHandler.class);
22

23 addEventListener(SFSEventType.FILE_UPLOAD, this);
24 }

Listing 4.2: Zone initialization method

As we can see, and as we already mentioned, the world initialization is done in the zone
extension. In initWorld method. In it, after parsing configuration properties, which are
loaded from predefined in the admin panel configuration file, the existence of map data in
the database is checked. If a map with the given in the configuration name already exists,
the information about sectors and their relations is loaded from the database, without
any other world data, and with this the world initialization is done. If the given in the
configuration map name is not yet present in the database, a WorldBuilder service is used
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to parse OSM map data and save it to the database. After the world details are saved
in the database, a PathFinder service is used to calculate all the entry/exit nodes for all
sectors in the new world map, after which the same service is used to calculate all possible
paths between each two nodes in a single sector, with respect to shortest distance between
them. This procedure is done for all available sectors in the world map.

After world initialization and all the necessary pre-procession steps are completed, the
zone initialization ends with registering event handlers and listeners, which are about to
handle specific server events. Although with different names, both are basically attaching
a listener for specific event, differing only in the method signature.

Extending SFSExtension allows our zone class also to handle user requests. A client re-
quest is a message sent from a user to the server with command name and parameters.
A client request can be sent to a room or zone extension, however, when a room details
are not specified, when such a request is sent, it is received on the higher server lever, i.e.
the zone level. As shown in Listing 4.3, on zone level we handle only two client requests
- one for returning a list of currently available scenarios for the loaded map, and one for
loading a scenario, i.e. requesting simulation of selected scenario.

1 @Override
2 public void handleClientRequest(String cmd,
3 User user, ISFSObject params){
4

5 if(cmd.equals(GET_SCENARIOS)) {
6 send(cmd, getScenarios(), user);
7 }else if(cmd.equals(LOAD_SCENARIO)) {
8 loadScenario(user, params);
9 }

10 }

Listing 4.3: Zone client request handling

Whenever a scenario is requested, together with the vehicle, which the user wants to fol-
low, the zone extension loads the scenario information from the database and determines
in which sector, the vehicle has to be initially spawned. When such a sector is found, the
zone checks if there is a created room, handling the sector map, and joins the user to the
room. If such room is not yet created, the zone creates it before joining the user to it.
The newly joined user has attached properties, allowing the room extension to load the
scenario vehicles, which belong to its sector.

1 private void loadScenario(User user, ISFSObject params) {
2 Integer scenarioId = params.getInt("scenarioId");
3 Long trackId = params.getLong("trackId");
4

5 if(scenarioId == null || trackId == null) {
6 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.WARN,
7 "Missing simulation scenario/track ID!");
8 }else {
9 List<ScenarioTrack> tracks =

10 this.scenarioBo.getAllTracks(scenarioId);
11 if(tracks == null) {
12 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.WARN,
13 "Simulation scenario does not exist!");
14 }
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15

16 Room room = null;
17 List<Long> secondaryVehicles = new ArrayList<Long>();
18

19 for(ScenarioTrack track : tracks) {
20

21 NavigationPath startSection = track.getSections().get(0);
22 room = getRoomToJoin(startSection);
23

24 if(room == null || room.getExtension() == null) {
25 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.WARN, "Sector does not exist!");
26 }else {
27 if(trackId.equals(track.getId())) {
28 user.setProperty(RoomExt.TRACK_ID, trackId);
29 user.setProperty(RoomExt.S_INDEX, 0);
30 }else {
31 secondaryVehicles.add(track.getId());
32 }
33 }
34 }
35

36 if(room != null) {
37 user.setProperty(RoomExt.SECONDARY_TRACKS,
38 secondaryVehicles.toArray(new Long[]{}));
39 joinRoom(user, room);
40 }
41 }
42 }

Listing 4.4: Scenario loading

The only server event, except the login, that is handled by the zone extension is the file-
upload event, used whenever a user wants to upload a new scenario to the server. How
a scenario can be uploaded as well as what it consists of is explained in subsection 4.8.3.
How the event listener implemented by the zone extension looks like is shown in Listing 4.5.

1 @Override
2 public void handleServerEvent(ISFSEvent event) throws Exception {
3 switch(event.getType()) {
4 case FILE_UPLOAD:
5 ScenarioUpload.getInstance()
6 .uploadScenario(
7 (List<UploadedFile>) event
8 .getParameter(SFSEventParam.UPLOAD_FILE_LIST));
9 break;

10 default:;
11 }
12 }

Listing 4.5: Server event handling

As we already described in section 4.3, whenever all the frames for simulated vehicle are
visualized, the room, handling the sector, in which the vehicle has been simulated, removes
the vehicle and the user, visualizing it, and also notifies the zone extension, that the user
simulation is completed in this sector. This procedure is done by using the internal mes-
saging between room and zone extensions provided by SmartFoxServer environment. The
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zone extension then checks whether the user’s scenario has to continue in another sector
or is completed. If it needs to continue in another sector, the zone joins the user to the
next sector, as shown in Listing4.6.

1 @Override
2 public Object handleInternalMessage(String cmd, Object params) {
3

4 if(cmd.equals(SIM_DONE) && params != null
5 && params instanceof Integer) {
6

7 int uid = (int) params;
8 User user = this.getParentZone().getUserById(uid);
9

10 long trackId = (long) user.getProperty(RoomExt.TRACK_ID);
11 int secIndex = (int) user.getProperty(RoomExt.S_INDEX);
12

13 ScenarioTrack uTrack = this.scenarioBo.getTrack(trackId);
14

15 //transfer to next sector
16 if(uTrack.getSections().size() > ++secIndex) {
17 trace("User " + user.getName()
18 + " is about to be transferred.");
19

20 Room room = getRoomToJoin(uTrack.getSections().get(secIndex));
21 //update section index
22 user.setProperty(RoomExt.S_INDEX, secIndex);
23 joinRoom(user, room); //join to new room
24 }
25 }
26

27 return null;
28 }

Listing 4.6: Zone internal messaging handling

4.3.2 Room level

Whenever a room is created, it runs its initializing process. This is necessary to load
configuration, affecting the simulation process. In order to initialize a simulator, the
WorldModel also has to be initialized, and this happens by fetching all the necessary
world data, that is already saved in the database, by the parent zone of the room. In the
moment the room is initialized, it is ready to serve user requests, so a global simulator is
initialized and started, in order to allow for registering simulation scenarios to be played.

As we already mentioned, a room is created only dynamically by its parent zone when a
user needs to run simulation in the sector, which is about to be served by the room. Each
time a user joins a room, an event is triggered and the room sends its world data to the
client. Client’s scenario is also initialized and all the scenario vehicles, contained in the
current sector are registered in the room’s simulator. At this point the client application
is going to render the virtual world, provided by the server and wait until the simulation
is completed and all the frames are stored in a mediator.

Once the simulation is done, the room sends a notification message to the user and the
user can start playing the simulation frame by frame. Each time a frame is requested by
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the client, the room will fetch the head frame from the mediator for the user’s scenario
and send it back. Since a room can handle many users, thus many simulations, in the
same time, for each scenario a buffer is created, playing the role of so called mediator.
So whenever a user request a frame, he is going to receive data, from the buffer assigned
to the simulation scenario, requested by the user. This grants the users consistency in
running their simulation and decouples the simulation from the visualization process.

Two users running simulations in the same sector, may visualize the simulation differently,
due to the difference of the frame they are currently playing. This can be caused due to
delayed execution of the simulation on one of the client’s machines, or because client
machines have different configuration and processing power, therefore they can process
frame data at different speed.

When users are running simulations in the same sector, they are allowed to switch their
view point to follow another vehicle, which may not be included in their own scenario.
However, if such a vehicle has to leave the sector, in which it is currently simulated, the
users, which have not chosen to follow this vehicle initially, will not be reconnected to
another room. Only the user who has requested this scenario will be able to continue
following the vehicle through different rooms.

Finally, whenever user’s vehicle has reached its destination, the room serving this scenario
simulation unregisters the user’s vehicle from the room simulator, and sends a message to
the user, that the simulation is completed and now can be visualized.

When all the simulated frames for a single scenario are visualized, the sector room notifies
its parent zone, that the user’s simulation is done, and the user is about to be disconnected
from the room. The zone extension, as we already explained, takes care of transferring
the user to another sector, if user’s scenario has to continue. If the user, whose vehicle
has been unregistered, is no longer connected to a room, thus its simulation is completed
and does not need to proceed in another sector, his further request are going to be served
on a zone level.

If all simulations running in a room have finished and have been visualized, all users
assigned to those simulations are no longer connected to the room, therefore the room
will prepare for destruction procedure, i.e. it releases all the resources used to handle the
room’s simulator as well as all the sector map data. Whenever a new user needs to run
simulation in the same sector, a new room instance is going to be created. This allows
saving resources, due to not keeping idle rooms.

Similarly to the zones, rooms are also created as child classes of SFSExtension. Room
initialization in our RoomExt class is taking care of loading the world detail for the sector,
assigned to the created room object, preparing the simulator as well as registering event
listeners and handlers as shown in Listing 4.7.

1 @Override
2 public void init() {
3 //set up utils
4 Logger.getInstance().init(this);
5 ApiManager.getInstance().init(this);
6 DataAccessUtils.getInstance()
7 .init(getParentZone().getDBManager());
8 trace("Init Room: API manager, Logger, DataBase. Room: "
9 + getParentRoom().getName());
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10

11 //Load room properties, initialize world and SimulationController
12 initRoom(getConfigProperties());
13 //initialize Business logic objects
14 this.scenarioBo = new ScenarioBO();
15

16 addEventListener(SFSEventType.USER_JOIN_ROOM, this);
17 addEventListener(SFSEventType.USER_LEAVE_ROOM, this);
18

19 }

Listing 4.7: Zone internal messaging handling

One can see that the utility services as logging and data management are initialized in
the room extension as well as in the zone extension. This is necessary, due to the Smart-
FoxServer architecture, which allows extensions of any level (Zone and Room) to be dy-
namically plugged in the server. This approach is also known as hot deployment and
is achieved by loading different extensions in different class loaders as shown on Figure
4.5. Since each extension has its own class loader, it does not share objects with other
extensions, thus it has to initialize service singleton classes separately and whenever com-
munication to another extension is necessary, it has to be done via internal communication
provided by the SmartFox framework. However, the framework as well as shared libraries
and classes are deployed in parents class loaders, which cannot be dynamically created
and are shared between deployed extensions.

Figure 4.5: SmartFox extension hot deployment

As we already mentioned in the 4.3, whenever a user joins a room, it receives automati-
cally the world data for the sector, which is served by the room. This behavior is achieved
by registering a server event listener, which sends the world data to a client, upon user
join room event, as shown in Listing 4.8. Furthermore the user’s primary vehicle, i.e. the
one the user has initially chosen to follow, as well as all the secondary vehicles, i.e. rest
of the vehicles included in the chosen simulation scenario, are registered to the simulator.
Two user properties are set, one for indicating whether the user has started visualization
of the simulation and one containing the unique vehicle id of the user’s primary vehicle.
Additionally if the room’s simulator is not yet started, it is going to be, when the first
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user joins the room.

1 @Override
2 public void handleServerEvent(ISFSEvent event) throws Exception {
3 switch(event.getType()) {
4 case USER_JOIN_ROOM:
5 if(WorldModel.getInstance() != null) {
6 User user = (User) event.getParameter(SFSEventParam.USER);
7

8 //send LOAD_SCENARIO response to client with world details
9 SFSObject response = WorldBuilder.getInstance()

10 .getSFSWorld(WorldModel.getInstance().getContainer());
11 send(ZoneExt.LOAD_SCENARIO, response, user);
12

13 //add followed (primary) vehicle to simulation
14 long vid = addTrackToSimulation((Long) user
15 .getProperty(TRACK_ID),
16 (Integer) user.getProperty(S_INDEX), true);
17

18 //add secondary vehicles
19 Long[] secondaryVehicles = (Long[]) user
20 .getProperty(SECONDARY_TRACKS);
21 if(secondaryVehicles != null) {
22 for(int i=0; i<secondaryVehicles.length; ++i)
23 addTrackToSimulation(secondaryVehicles[i],
24 (Integer) user.getProperty(S_INDEX), false);
25 }
26

27 //set user properties
28 user.setProperty(V_INIT, Boolean.FALSE);
29 user.setProperty(V_ID, vid);
30

31 //start simulation, only after the first user is joined
32 if(this.getParentRoom().getUserList().size() < 2)
33 this.controller.beginSimulation();
34

35 }else {
36 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.ERROR,
37 "WorldModel is not initialized, simulation can not begin!");
38 }
39 break;
40

41 ...
42

43 default:;
44 }

Listing 4.8: User join event handling

Once the user has received the virtual world data, and its simulation scenario is registered
in the room simulator, it has only to wait until its simulation is done. On the server side,
whenever the room simulator decides to remove a vehicle, i.e. the vehicle has reached its
destination, the last frame object, containing the vehicle has a lastFrame flag set to true
and is put into the simulation buffer it belongs to. After this the buffer, assigned to the
unique id of the primary vehicle is removed and a callback, defined in the room extension
is executed, which sends a simulation done notification to the user, by which allowing it
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to start the visualization process.

The visualization process on the server side is done via handling successive user requests
for frame data. The next frame request is also the only client request served by the room
extension. In this handler, the room extension fetches the head frame from a mediator, as-
signed for user’s scenario and sends it as a reply to the user. If the frame has set lastFrame
flag to true, then no more frames will be available for simulation, thus the visualization
is completed by sending this frame back to the user. In such case, the user will be dis-
connected from the room and the parent zone of the room extension will be notified, that
a user’s simulation is completed in the current sector, so the zone can process the user’s
simulation scenario further.

1 @Override
2 public void handleClientRequest(String cmd, User user,
3 ISFSObject params) {
4

5 if(cmd.equals(NEXT_FRAME)) {
6 try {
7 FrameData frame = getNextFrame(user);
8

9 if(frame.isLastFrame()) {
10 //make user leave the last room
11 getApi().leaveRoom(user, this.getParentRoom(), true, true);
12 //notify zone
13 this.getParentZone().getExtension()
14 .handleInternalMessage(ZoneExt.SIM_DONE, user.getId());
15 }
16

17 send(cmd, frame.toSFSObject(), user);
18 } catch (SFSVariableException e) {
19 trace(ExtensionLogLevel.WARN,
20 "Failed to attach user variable "
21 + TRACK_ID + " for user: " + user.getName());
22 }
23 }
24 }

Listing 4.9: Room client request handling

Whenever a user is disconnected from a room, an event will occur on both sides, except
it is explicitly stated that one side should not receive such an event. Whenever this event
occurs on server side, the room extension will start a procedure for removing user’s sce-
nario from the simulator by forcing the simulator to remove the user’s primary vehicle,
even if it has not reached its destination yet.

1 @Override
2 public void handleServerEvent(ISFSEvent event) throws Exception {
3 switch(event.getType()) {
4

5 ...
6

7 case USER_LEAVE_ROOM:
8 User user = (User) event.getParameter(SFSEventParam.USER);
9

10 long vehicleId = (long) user.getProperty(V_ID);
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11 if(vehicleId == 0)
12 vehicleId = this.controller
13 .getDelayedVehicleId((Long) user.getProperty(TRACK_ID));
14

15 //remove user’s primary vehicle
16 this.controller.removeVehicle(vehicleId, true);
17

18 break;
19 default:;
20 }
21 }

Listing 4.10: User leave event handling

Due to configuration set by the zone when dynamically creating a room, if no more users
are connected to a room, it will start its destruction procedure. Since each room handles
a simulator, which runs asynchronously, and additionally keeps the WorldModel singleton
object representing the sectors world, all those resources have to be released. This is done
by overriding the destroy method, which is defined in the SFSExtension class, i.e. the
parent class of all custom extensions.

1 @Override
2 public void destroy() {
3 super.destroy();
4 //clean up - stop simulation and clear simulation data
5 trace("Room ["+getParentRoom().getName()+
6 "] is about to be removed. Stopping simulation.");
7

8 this.controller.stopSimulation();
9 }

Listing 4.11: Releasing room resources upon destruction

4.4 Virtual World

In order to allow simulation in a real world-like environment, our platform serves a virtual
world, which is built based on real world map data, provided by OpenStreetMap files.
Since our simulation platform is configurable about the size and dimensions of its virtual
world, OSM map data has to be adjusted in a way, allowing our simulator to work with
it. In order to achieve this, our platform undertakes the following steps:

1. Loads an xml file, containing real world map data, depending on server configuration

2. Longitude and latitude coordinates are converted to real numbers in Cartesian co-
ordinate system. Along with this the objects, described in the xml file (streets,
buildings, trees, etc.) are wrapped in Java objects, containing the same information,
but using Cartesian coordinates.

3. The already converted world data is now split on regions called sectors.

4. For each sector, its world data is saved in the database, so whenever required, it can
be fast and easily provided.
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How exactly the world is split into sectors we discuss in subsection 4.4.1.

The virtual world data saved in the database follows the database schema, shown on Figure
4.6, defining relations between the world objects. The main relation is between a map and
its sectors, therefore whenever a new map is converted and saved to the database, a new
map entry, containing the name of the map and the path to its source xml file, has to be
written first. Then each sector, contained in this map, is saved to the database, keeping
a map ID, in order to preserve relation to the map it belongs to. Each sector also keeps
an area ID relation. Each area keeps information about its dimensions in 3D coordinate
system.

Figure 4.6: Database entity relationship diagram

Whenever all the sectors’ and all of the areas’ data is saved in the database, the server
logic will start saving all the map objects. Each map object is represented by nodes, each
object entry has unique osm ID (assigned by OpenStreetMap) and map ID, in order to
preserve a relation with the map it is contained in. For each map object, all the nodes,
describing the object, are also saved as node entries in the database. Each node has 3D
coordinates, a unique osm ID and keeps relation with the object, it is describing.

Streets are described as specific map objects. Their database entries keep specific infor-
mation as well as object ID, relating to the generic map object entry. Another specific
implementation are street signs. Similarly to streets, they provide additional information,
but refer to nodes, therefore node ID has to be provided with each street sign.

Working with osm IDs guarantees us that at any time we can use OpenStreetMap ser-
vices and retrieve the correct node/object (by osm ID), no matter of the conversion of
coordinates currently used by our simulation platform.

Converting Java map objects to database records, requires additional effort, which however
pays off by allowing fast data fetching by simple SQL queries. Preserving a structure,
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very close to the Java representation of map objects allows easy object creation and
therefore increases the overall performance, whenever virtual world data has to be served
or calculation on it has to be made. Storing world data in a database from the other hand
reduces memory consumption, since world data can now be loaded on demand and is not
necessary to be kept in the main memory.

4.4.1 Zoning approach

In order to break down the virtual world into small pieces, which are easier to serve by
different machines, we use zoning approach. As we already discussed in subsection 2.4.3,
splitting the map on sectors will required additional synchronization, whenever users are
located close to a border or are crossing it. In order to ease the synchronization, or just to
reduce the amount of synchronization messages required to preserve consistency, we had
to observe the advantages and disadvantages, that come with the shape of the sectors we
use.

In [FWW02] an architecture quite similar to our is presented, which however makes use of
hexagonal areas, since the amount of neighbor areas at the corners is smaller, compared
to solution with square areas. This approach however was not applicable to our solution,
since the size of our sector is way bigger than the size of the area of interest of a single
user.

Triangular areas would be easier to generate compared to hexagonal areas, since Voronoi’s
diagram or Dauny Triangulation ([For04]) methods could be used. However, this shape
seems to be less reasonable, because at the corners of one area, there might be many
neighbor areas, which have to exchange synchronization information.

Using square areas brings the problem, that at the corners there are up to 3 neighbor
areas. Additionally we allow sectors to overlap. This allows us to reduce the total area,
which has to be synchronized, thus decreasing the amount of synchronization messages,
that have to be exchanged between two adjacent sectors. Instead of synchronizing all
map objects of two neighbor sectors, we now have to synchronize only the objects, located
at the overlapped area. In order to further relieve the synchronization problem, in our
implementation we allow a sector to have up to 4 adjacent sectors. This is achieved by
restricting a sector to keep references to adjacent sectors located on the same X or Y
coordinates, i.e. a sector can have neighbors at the top or bottom, or at the left and
right, therefore no diagonal adjacency is taken into account. This limitation reduces the
neighbor sectors up to 4 and in order to achieve synchronization at a corner of its area, a
sector relies that its adjacent sectors are already synchronized with their neighbor sectors.
Visual representation of our square shaped sector separation is shown on Figure 4.7.

Each sector represents a part of the virtual world, including all world objects in defined
dimensions. Approximate dimensions of the sectors are given in a configuration file. When
the virtual world has to be split on sectors, these dimensions are used to determine how
many sectors with such dimensions are necessary to cover are of the whole virtual world.
Knowing the amount of all sectors, we can calculate how many vertical and horizontal
sectors we need.

The allowed size of overlapping areas is also loaded from a configuration file. Together with
the calculated dimensions and necessary amount of sectors, the map is split by iterating
on X and Y axes. On each iteration a new sector is created, that is placed to the right of
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Figure 4.7: World map split into sectors

the previous sector, or if the previous sector has already reached the end of the map on
axis X, then the currently created sector begins at xstart

1 and is placed at the top of the
row of sectors, in which the previous sector is contained. Whenever a sector is created,
the algorithm tries to extend its size by adding the size of overlapping area. This means
that the last sectors of a row of sectors, or contained in the final row of sectors, may cover
smaller areas.

When the whole map is split on sectors, for each overlapping area, an entry is saved to
the database, containing relation to the area object, containing the size of the overlapping
area, as well as references to the sectors, that share this overlapping area. This allows the
server to access directly the sectors, which have to be synchronized, whenever a vehicle is
located in an overlapping area.

In order to allow smooth and correct transfer, the overlapping area has to be at least 3
times bigger than the area of interest of a single user. This approach allows us to transfer
vehicle from one sector to another, only when the vehicle has reached coordinates of two
thirds of the width or height of the overlapping area, depending of whether the overlapping
area is located of adjacent sectors on X or Y axis. This approach guarantees, that if a just
transferred vehicle makes a turn, it has to go through area with the size of at least the area
of interest, before another transfer has to be made. In comparison if vehicle is transferred
from one sector to another at the middle of an overlapping area, nothing can guarantee,

1Start coordinate on X axis
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that the vehicle will not make a turn in the next simulation step, which will require a new
transfer to the previous sector to be made. Our approach grants, that repeated vehicle
transfers between two sectors are possible to happen, only within a time interval, in which
the vehicle, which is about to be transferred again, has gone back the distance of at least
one time the size of the area of interest. As a consequence, the amount of synchronization
messages for back and forth vehicle transfers is reduced.

The whole procedure of splitting the map on sectors, as well as calculating their final size,
creating overlapping areas and saving references from those areas to the sectors, that share
them is implemented in the WorldBuilder class. This singleton service takes care also of
saving all the necessary world information in the database, according to the database
schema. Additionally, WorldBuilder provides an API for fetching sector map details, i.e.
building the sectors’ virtual world as a Java object. The virtual world, which is loaded by
each sector, is provided as an instance of VisualizationContainer class, allowing for fast
access to environment objects as streets, buildings, threes, etc. Since this data has to be
handed in to the client, whenever simulation is requested, the container has to be serialized
before sending to client. This serialization is also done in the WorldBuilder, which is used
as a mediator, allowing decoupling of VisualizationContainer object and client application
needs. Another singleton - the WorldModel service, whose goal is mostly to additionally
wrap environmental data, is used by the simulator, in order to provide a better access not
only to visualization data, but also to the graph representation of the virtual world, which
is greatly used by the services responsible for path finding and navigation.

4.5 Path Finder

Path-finding is main part of any simulator or simulation system. In some implementations
path-finding is important for finding the shortest path, in others the precise trajectory for a
vehicle, which is about to be simulated. In both cases path-finding algorithms are used, in
order to solve the problem. Depending on the target situation, different trajectory planning
and path-finding algorithms have to be adjusted and used, in order to produce correct
solutions. An example of such a simulator, whose goal is to solve intersection problems
for autonomous driving vehicles can be found in [DS07]. Another simulator, described in
[GVM+10], focuses on trajectories for autonomous driving vehicles on a highway.

In our simulation platform, in order to create a scenario and then simulate it, we need to
find both, the shortest path and the precise trajectory, which the vehicle is about to follow.
Since our simulation platform is distributed, and especially because our virtual world is
split into sectors, path-finding problem is additionally complicated. Algorithms for finding
the shortest path in a graph, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm ([Pun09]), required that both
source and target vertices are in the same graph. The simplest solution, although not
distributed at all, will be to load the whole virtual world as a graph in server machine’s
memory and execute Dijkstra’s algorithm, each time a new scenario is uploaded and
vehicle’s path (trajectory) has to be determined.

Since we want to preserve scalability of our platform, we also had to develop a distributed
mechanism for finding the shortest path, whenever it has to be determined for a newly
uploaded scenario. As an intuitive idea, executing Dijkstra’s algorithm twice, once over a
coarse grained graph, in which all vertices represent sectors in the world map, and second
time over a fine grained graphs of all involved sectors of the world map. This solution
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will require information about the adjacency of the sectors according to our method for
splitting the map into sectors. Although it seems to be an easy solution, since all the
references between sectors are saved into the database and thus easy to retrieve, such
solution searching for shortest path may affect the correctness of the method. For example
a scenario in which two sectors are adjacent, but there are no paths connecting them, will
cause the algorithm we described above, to first state that there is a path from the first
sector to other in the coarse grained graph of adjacent sectors, and then terminate with
an error, due to the lack of direct connections in the fine grained graphs of both sectors.

In order to allow distributed, correct and yet fast search for shortest path in non-complete
graphs, we designed a solution based on two path-finding algorithms, Floyd-Warshall’s
algorithm ([HPS09]) for finding shortest distances for all pairs of nodes in a sector, and
Dijkstra’s algorithm, to determine the complete trajectory of a path contained in a single
sector. Our method works in several steps and is adjusted according to our approach for
splitting the world map into sectors. In addition, several pre-processing steps need to be
executed, before our approach can be used.

1. For each overlapping area, registered for a world map, the entry nodes have to be
found and saved in the database. An entry node is a node, that is located as close as
possible to the middle of an overlapping area and it is a part of a street, contained
in the overlapping area.

2. Execute Floyd-Warshall’s algorithm for each sector, and save in the database entries
containing the sector ID, the pair of nodes and the distance between those nodes,
by using the distances matrix generated by the algorithm.

The first pre-processing step as we mentioned finds all the entry nodes in each overlapping
area. The logic for distinguishing entry nodes from any other nodes in an overlapping area
is implemented in the PathFinder class, which is the service providing all the necessary
path-finding functionality. The search procedure for entry nodes is done by looping around
all the nodes in all streets, which are located in an overlapping area, for all overlapping
areas in each sector. For a single street only one node can be an entry node or none.
If a node is located as close to the middle of the width/height the overlapping area, it
is registered as the entry node from this street. Such an entry node must be located at
40%−60% of the width/height of the area. If an area is narrow, i.e. width < height, then
the node location is compared by width, i.e. on X coordinates, otherwise by height.

Whenever all the entry nodes from all the streets within an overlapping area are found,
they are saved in the database table entry nodes, whose structure is shown in Listing 4.12,
together with the ID of the sector, in which the overlapping area are located. Thus it
might be the case that a single entry node is registered several times in the database to-
gether with different sector IDs, due to the fact that an overlapping area is shared among
two sectors. If it is the case that an entry node is very close to two sides of the sector,
then it can be contained in up to 4 overlapping areas.

1 CREATE TABLE entry_node (
2 sector_id bigint NOT NULL,
3 node_osm_id bigint NOT NULL,
4 CONSTRAINT entry_node_pkey PRIMARY KEY (sector_id, node_osm_id)
5 )
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Listing 4.12: Entry node table structure

The second pre-processing step generates runs the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to generate a
distance matrix for the sector world data. Since the algorithm works with graphs, we make
use of the already mentioned WorldModel service, which provides a graph representation
of the virtual world. A vertex in this graph represents a node of a street object of the
virtual world, and since a streets keep sequences of nodes, this relation between nodes is
used to create the graph edges. Since a street can be restricted in one way only, the edges
are directed. Once the distance matrix for a sector is built it is saved as entries in the
database table paths, whose structure is shown in Listing 4.13.

1 CREATE TABLE path (
2 sector_id bigint NOT NULL,
3 source bigint NOT NULL,
4 target bigint NOT NULL,
5 distance double precision,
6 CONSTRAINT path_pkey PRIMARY KEY (sector_id, source, target)
7 )

Listing 4.13: Path table structure

Once the pre-processing steps are completed, our method allows for fast search of the
shortest path in distributed graphs. We make great use of the database and the cached
information about entry nodes and distances between pair of nodes in each sector. In
order to guarantee correct result, our procedure has to achieve correctness in two cases:

• finding the shortest path between nodes, contained in a single sector

• finding the shortest path between nodes, each of which is contained in a different
sector.

In order to provide a correct result in the first scenario, our method has to execute just
one SQL query, searching for a database record, containing the source and target nodes
and the distance between them. If such records exist, the one with smallest distance
is returned as a result. Since this record contains the sector ID, it eases additionally
our simulation platform, because it can now spawn the user in the correct sector for the
requested simulation scenario, without execution of additional logic.

The second scenario, i.e. searching for path between nodes contained in different sectors,
is indeed more complex task and involves several steps, that have to be executed in order
a correct final result to be provided.

1. Check for direct path between source and target nodes (Case 1). If such exists,
return the shortest one.

2. Fetch all entry (exit) nodes of currently visited sector(s).

3. Find all paths from source node(s) to all exit nodes from step (2).

4. Execute step (1), with set of source nodes (all entry nodes) and target node, searching
in the sectors that are adjacent to the sectors, in which we have already searched,
until the shortest path is returned or all sectors have been visited.
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Figure 4.8: Path-finding procedure

An example of such a scenario is visualized on Figure 4.8.

Since for each step only a single SQL query is executed, the overall performance of this
method is very high, due to the fast and well-structured response of the database. Due to
the simplicity of the executed SQL queries as well as the single shared connection to the
database, the performance is improved even further.

4.6 Database optimization

Since our simulation platform depends a lot on the data, stored in the database, in order to
decrease application’s memory consumption. As we already discussed, this optimization
reducing resource consumption is achieve due to the approach for saving virtual world
data in the database, as well as preserving the data structure, closed to the structure of
Java objects, defining world map objects.

In order to save the converted from OpenStreetMap xml files to Java objects map data,
for each sector, area, map object, etc., a database transaction has to be executed. Each
transaction requires connection to the database, which has to be managed accordingly.
SmartFoxServer keeps a database connection pool ([Ree00]) for fast retrieving of connection
objects as well as automatic management of those connections. This connection pool is
fully configurable from the SmartFox admin panel and can be used via the IDBManager
service API, provided again by the SmartFox development kit.

If there are idle database connections, which are not closed, thus not reusable, an error
can occur, whenever a new transaction, thus a new database connection, is requested, but
such is not available. In order to optimize the communication between our web server and
the database, we make use of two basic approaches.
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Reusing a database connection for executing many logically interrelated transactions al-
lows us to reduce the number of opened database connections. This method seems to be
appropriate, whenever a complex task is executed and its result has to be saved in the
database, as many different entries. However, connection sharing requires a connection to
be manually opened and closed, i.e. an in-depth knowledge for managing database con-
nection is required, since incorrect connection management can lead to too many opened
connections and by this causing the database server to stop serving any new connection.

Another approach for optimizing the communication between web and database servers is
to reduce the amount of transactions sent to the database. We make use of this approach
especially whenever map object data, such as streets, buildings, etc., has to be saved to
the database, together with all the nodes information, depicting the map object. In such
cases, instead of making a transaction for each node, part of the object which is being
saved to the database, we execute a single batch transaction. This means that a simple
insert SQL query is replicated with different arguments, and sent as a single transaction
to the database. The result of such a batch insert query is the same as execution of
many insert queries, generating many transactions, but rather faster, due to reusing of
connection and execution of single transaction.

An example of using both approaches - sharing a connection and using batch commit
transaction is shown in Listing 4.14. This combination is especially used by the path-
finding pre-processing steps as well as saving many map objects into the database.

1 public void addEntryNodes(long sectorId, List<EnvNode> nodes,
2 Connection con) {
3

4 //ensure lack of duplicates
5 Set<EnvNode> entries = new LinkedHashSet<EnvNode>();
6 entries.addAll(nodes);
7

8 String sql = "INSERT INTO entry_node (sector_id, node_osm_id) "
9 + "VALUES (?, ?);";

10

11 PreparedStatement stat = null;
12

13 try {
14 con.setAutoCommit(false);
15

16 stat = con.prepareStatement(sql);
17

18 for(EnvNode node : entries) {
19 stat.setLong(1, sectorId);
20 stat.setDouble(2, node.getOsmId());
21 //register transaction
22 stat.addBatch();
23 }
24

25 stat.executeBatch();
26 con.commit();
27 } catch (SQLException e) {
28 console.trace(ExtensionLogLevel.ERROR, e);
29 try {
30 con.rollback();
31 } catch (SQLException e1) {
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32 console.trace(ExtensionLogLevel.ERROR, e1);
33 }
34 } finally {
35 DataAccessUtils.getInstance().close(null, stat, null);
36 }
37 }

Listing 4.14: Entry nodes batch insert transaction with shared connection

4.7 Web Communication

Web communication is an important part of our simulation system, because it achieves
the binding between server and client applications. Whenever web communication is
discussed, two main aspects have to be taken into account - performance and security.

As we already discussed, the web communication in our simulation platform is achieved by
means of the WebSocket protocol. It allows a user to connect to the server and preserve
a connection, which means that a user has subscribed for server notifications as well as
the user is able to send a message to the server at any time without need of opening a
new connection or sending a large amount of header information, as it would have been
if the HTTP protocol has been used. Opening a single connection between user and
server guarantees a dedicated secure channel, for transmitting messages between both
sides. Since SmartFoxServer allows usage of the binary WebSocket protocol, additional
steps for converting data into base64 strings are omitted and together with the omitted
header information the overall communication performance is increased, due to decreased
size of sent messages.

As we already mentioned, the SmartFox server provides the environment for our extensions
to serve user requests, sent through WebSocket connection. The WebSocket connection
is opened by an HTTP request sent from client application. Once the request receives an
acknowledgment response, the WebSocket connection is established successfully.

Establishing the connection to the SmartFox server on the client side is done by using the
SmartFox client API, which is used by an adapter service, responsible for establishing and
managing the connection to the server, handling events triggered from the server as well as
allowing custom requests, or messages, to be send to the server and received from it. Fully
wrapping the SmartFox client API requires also response handling and correct serialization
to be provided, whenever messages have to be sent or received. All these requirements
are met and implemented in the Server.js service, which we call also a server adapter.
Although most of its functionality is for internal use, i.e. listening to events, serialization
and deserialization, the server adapter provides an API, which allows the main part of the
client application to register handlers for server messages and send such to the server.

As shown in Listings 4.15, the server adapter establishes a connection to the server by
default and registers event listeners, which implement certain logic for handles specific
server events.

1 // Add event listeners
2 sfs.addEventListener(
3 SFS2X.SFSEvent.CONNECTION, onConnection, this);
4 sfs.addEventListener(
5 SFS2X.SFSEvent.CONNECTION_LOST, onConnectionLost, this);
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6

7 sfs.addEventListener(
8 SFS2X.SFSEvent.ROOM_JOIN, onRoomJoined, this);
9 sfs.addEventListener(

10 SFS2X.SFSEvent.ROOM_JOIN_ERROR, onRoomJoinError, this);
11

12 sfs.addEventListener(
13 SFS2X.SFSEvent.EXTENSION_RESPONSE, onExtensionResponse, this);
14

15 // Attempt connection
16 sfs.connect();
17

18 return self; //return public API

Listing 4.15: Server adapter connection establishing

After the connection is established, the client application code can override some event
handlers, for example the handling of a login, logout or user variables change events. Ad-
ditionally, logging in and out of the platform as well as leaving a joined room is done via
specific methods, provided by the server adapter API. Any other custom user requests are
handled as an extension request, therefore they are send in the same way, with the only
difference of the message’s command name, request parameters and the callback listener.
This allows great flexibility, since one method allows any custom user request to be sent
to the server and to provide a specific response handler.

1 //private methods
2 let sendRequest = function sendRequest(cmd, params, callback) {
3 if(typeof callback == ’function’)
4 m_extensionListeners[cmd] = callback;
5

6 sfs.send(new SFS2X.ExtensionRequest(cmd, params, m_room));
7 };

Listing 4.16: Server adapter sending extension request

However, since using this functionality directly will require that the main client code also
takes care of the serialization, which depends greatly on the SmartFox serialization stan-
dard using SFSObjets, the server adapter does not allow direct usage of the sendRequest
methods, rather only via public methods, allowing only predefined requests to be sent. In
our current implementation, the user is allowed to request scenario list, a single scenario
simulation, to upload a new scenario or to fetch the next frame of already requested sim-
ulation.

1 //public API
2 self = {
3 //extension requests - Zone
4 getScenarios: function getScenarios(callback) {
5 ...
6 },
7 loadScenario: function loadScenario(scenarioId, trackId,
8 callback) {
9 ...

10 },
11 uploadScenario: function uploadScenario(files, callback) {
12 ...
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13 },
14 //extension requests - Sector
15 nextFrame: function nextFrame(callback) {
16 ...
17 }
18

19 ...
20 }

Listing 4.17: Server adapter extension requests public API

Since our simulation platform is a long term product, that has gone through several phases,
the web communication is implemented through a WebService module, which is the only
communication service used from the main client code. The WebService module provides
the basic API for HTTP requests, which implementation is within the module. Never-
theless, due to the changes of communication mechanism from HTTP requests, through
STOMP protocol ([sto]) over WebSockets, to SmartFox client API over binary WebSocket
protocol, the WebService module has an extended public API, which allows using the API
of currently used communication adapter, which operates over WebSocket, via the Web-
Service module. This approach decouples the web communication adapters from the main
client application code, since the WebSocket can now be used for HTTP requests as well
as for WebSocket messaging, without additional adaptation to the new communication
adapter operating over WebSockets.

1 return {
2 //generic request
3 request: request,
4 //short get request
5 get: function get(URL, params, contentType) {
6 return request(’GET’, URL, params, contentType);
7 },
8 //short post request
9 post: function post(URL, params, contentType) {

10 return request(’POST’, URL, params, contentType);
11 },
12 //WebSockets commands
13 WS_isSimRunning: function () { return SIM_RUNNING; },
14

15 WS_login: function (user, pass, onSuccess, onError) {
16 Server.login(user, pass, onSuccess, onError);
17 },
18 WS_logout: function (callback) {
19 Server.logout(callback);
20 },
21

22 WS_onUserUpdate: function (callback) {
23 Server.onUserVarsChange(callback);
24 },
25

26 WS_getScenarios: function (callback) {
27 Server.getScenarios(callback);
28 },
29 WS_loadScenario: function (scenarioId, trackId, callback) {
30 Server.loadScenario(scenarioId, trackId, callback);
31 },
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32 WS_uploadScenario: function (files, callback) {
33 Server.uploadScenario(files, callback);
34 },
35 WS_onSimulationReady: function (callback) {
36 Server.onSimulationReady(callback);
37 },
38

39 //legacy
40 WS_attachListener: function WSattachListener(listener) {
41 onNextFrame = listener;
42 },
43

44 WS_start: function () {
45 SIM_RUNNING = true;
46 this.WS_nextFrame();
47 },
48 WS_stop: function (callback) {
49 Server.leaveRoom(callback);
50 SIM_RUNNING = false;
51 },
52

53 WS_nextFrame: function () {
54 if(SIM_RUNNING)
55 Server.nextFrame(onNextFrame);
56 },
57 }

Listing 4.18: WebService pulic API

4.8 Simulation

Although we already discussed the general work-flow of our simulation platform, it does
not give enough information about how exactly our simulator works. Since we try to pre-
serve component-based development technique, our simulator is actually an independent
component, which is combined with path-finding and trajectory planning components,
which provide necessary input data to allow the simulator to process simulation scenarios.

Since our platform has many sectors and each sector keeps one simulator active, all the
simulations currently running in one sector, are calculated by one single simulator object.
The input data necessary for the simulator as well as its configuration are provided by
business logic of the web server, handling a single sector. Therefore the result frames
calculated by the simulator are accessible for a client only through the web server. Ad-
ditionally all the calculated frame data is stored in a mediator, therefore server can run
simulation without being tightly coupled with the client. The client application can fetch
frame data from the mediator, although still using the web server handlers, but without
affecting the work process of the server and the simulator.

Since all simulations running in one sector are merged together, additional synchronization
is necessary, in order to provide each user with correct, for his chosen scenario, frame
data. Additionally users running their simulations in the same sector are allowed to follow
vehicles, from different scenarios. However, the web server keeps track of user’s and their
vehicles, and whenever a vehicle has to be transferred to another sector, only its owner
(requester) will be transferred with it to the next sector.
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How fast a simulation is visualized depends only on the ability of the client’s machine
to render the frames as well as the speed of the connection between client and server.
Since the simulation frames are loaded in the mediator, before a client can execute the
simulation, each user can experience a smooth simulation, without being dependent on
server-side calculation processes.

4.8.1 Simulation Controller

Since our platform provides the environment for simulation components, it uses external
simulator, sensors and models, which are adapted accordingly, in order to be used by the
platform.

The adapter allowing the web server to handle simulations as well as decouple it from
the simulator modules is implemented as SimulationController. Each room instance has
one simulation controller, which is responsible for handling all the requested simulations
located in the sector served by the current room instance. In the initializing process of each
room, the simulation controller is created and configured, using the server configuration,
initially loaded from the main configuration file.

The initialization of the simulation controller prepares the main simulator, the mediator
buffers, as well as all the additional simulators. All the dependencies for the external
simulators are met in the process of initialization of simulation controller. Whenever a
user joins room, the user’s simulation scenario is parsed and all the necessary vehicles are
registered to the simulator via the simulator controller of that room. Additionally, the
first joined user triggers the start of the simulation.

During simulation, the simulation controller receives the produced frame data and stores
it in the mediator buffers, according to the registered simulation scenarios. This means
that, each buffer is responsible to handle specific simulation scenario and will not be filled
up with frames, which does not contain the vehicles involved in that simulation scenario.

1 @Override
2 public void didExecuteLoop(
3 List<SimulationLoopExecutable> simulationObjects,
4 long totalTime, long deltaTime) {
5

6 for(Car car : this.currentFrame.getCars()) {
7

8 if(this.simBuffers.containsKey(car.getId())) {
9 boolean isQueueFull = !this.simBuffers

10 .get(car.getId()).push(this.currentFrame);
11

12 //simulation buffer is full, allow client to start simulation
13 if(isQueueFull)
14 this.callback.apply(new Long[]{ car.getId(), 0l });
15 }
16 //remove the vehicle, if final destination has been reached
17 removeVehicle(car.getId(), false);
18 }
19 }

Listing 4.19: Simulation controller storing frame data in mediator
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Additionally the simulation controller handles the vehicle removal process, by checking
whether a vehicle has reached its destination comparing the frame data to the scenario
target destination. If a vehicle has reached its destination, it is removed and a callback
function is executed, in order to allow the web server to notify the user, that its scenario
is completely simulated and visualization is now allowed. As we can see from the code
above, if a simulation buffer is full, but yet the scenario is not completely simulated, the
user will be allowed to start visualization, in order to start getting frames from the buffer,
and therefore creating space in the buffer for new frame data. Although our simulation
controller is prepared to handle such a problem, this case is quite unlikely to happen, with
default configuration of simulator, mediator and virtual world sector size, and if buffer’s
size is configured to have a greater capacity, then the probability this problem might occur
will decrease further.

As we already mentioned, the static objects are registered in the simulator upon initial-
ization of the simulation controller. However, since at any point a new user may request
a scenario to be simulated, the simulation controller has to be able to add new objects
to the simulation in run-time. This functionality is used by the web server, in particular
the room extension code, to register new vehicle, when a new user joins the room and its
scenario has to be simulated.

The simulation controller wraps not only the different simulators and the mediator, pro-
viding an API to be used by the room extension instances, but also it takes care of applying
different vehicle models, which are supposed to work together with the main simulator.
Since a new models may become available, additional adapters are necessary, to prepare
them to be used with the main simulator. This allows for easy change of these adapters
by extending the simulation controller.

4.8.2 Mediator

The mediator pattern ([Gam95]) is used to decouple components by encapsulating the
way they interact with each other, thus reducing the dependencies between them. In
other words, the mediator object encapsulates a communication API, which is then used
by other objects to communicate with each other through the mediator.

We make use of the mediator pattern to decouple simulation from web services and to allow
visualization, without need of concurrently running simulation. Our simulation platform
implements this pattern by means of queues, and in particular blocking queues. Those
blocking queues are playing the role of a simulation buffer, with configurable capacity.

1 public class SimulationBuffer {
2

3 private BlockingQueue<FrameData> frames;
4 ...
5

6 public SimulationBuffer(int bufferSize) {
7 ...
8 this.frames = new LinkedBlockingQueue<FrameData>(bufferSize);
9 }

10 ...
11 }

Listing 4.20: Simulation buffer
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Each simulation buffer object handles its own blocking queue and provides an API for
adding and retrieving elements from the queue, as well as time tracking between the
initialization of the buffer until the time of the last adding of a frame.

Since the simulation buffer is using a blocking queue, whenever a new frame is pushed to
the buffer, if the queue capacity is exhausted, the queue will block, waiting for free space
to become available and only then store the new frame there. As we mentioned, such
a scenario is quite unlikely to happen, but if this is the case, the simulation buffer will
return false upon calling its push method from the simulation controller, which will trigger
a procedure for notifying the user, that its simulation is ready to be visualized. Although
the simulation is not completed, allowing the user to start visualization, will cause frames
to be popped from the buffer, thus making free space for new simulated frames to be stored
in it.

4.8.3 Scenarios

A single simulation scenario contains details about the routes, or tracks, of the vehicles,
which are to be simulated. Each vehicle follows a track, and receives a unique id only
when it is simulated, and behaves depending on the loaded model, which will execute to-
gether with the main simulator, thus a scenario does not keep information about vehicles,
rather only about their tracks. Each scenario is given a unique name and belongs to a
map as shown in Listings 4.21. The scenario name is shown to the user in a drop down
list together with other scenarios, thus it has to be descriptive. Whenever a scenario is
selected for simulation, at any time the server code can access the virtual world details by
using the relation between a scenario and the map it belongs to.

1 CREATE TABLE scenario (
2 id serial NOT NULL,
3 sname character varying(255) NOT NULL,
4 map_id integer NOT NULL,
5 CONSTRAINT scenario_pkey PRIMARY KEY (id),
6 CONSTRAINT scenario_map_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (map_id)
7 REFERENCES map (id) MATCH SIMPLE
8 ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION
9 )

Listing 4.21: Scenario table

Since a scenario should allow many vehicles to be visualized, a single scenario can be as-
sociated with many tracks. A single scenario track is given also a unique name, describing
the vehicle route, also shown to the user, to allow him to select which route to follow
initially. Each track is associated with a scenario as shown in Listings 4.22.

1 CREATE TABLE track (
2 id serial NOT NULL,
3 tname character varying(50) NOT NULL,
4 scenario_id integer NOT NULL,
5 CONSTRAINT track_pkey PRIMARY KEY (id),
6 CONSTRAINT track_scenario_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (scenario_id)
7 REFERENCES scenario (id) MATCH SIMPLE
8 ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION
9 )
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Listing 4.22: Track table

Until this moment no information is given about the tracks, except their names. Since our
simulation platform is made in a distributed manner and a single simulator can handle
simulations only in a single sector, a scenario track can consist of many sections. Each
track section is contained in a single sector, thus allowing for fast retrieving of precise tra-
jectory as well as to be simulated by a single simulator. If a scenario track crosses many
sectors, for each sector, the part of the track going through that sector is saved as a track
section. A track section belongs to a track but also to a sector and keeps information
about its start and target nodes, which are used as an input for the precise trajectory
finding algorithm. However, these two nodes are defined by the path finder, which finds
the whole track and splits it into sections, as described already in section 4.5.

1 CREATE TABLE track_section (
2 id serial NOT NULL,
3 track_id bigint,
4 source bigint NOT NULL,
5 target bigint NOT NULL,
6 sector_id bigint NOT NULL,
7 CONSTRAINT track_section_pkey PRIMARY KEY (id),
8 CONSTRAINT track_section_sector_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (sector_id)
9 REFERENCES sector (id) MATCH SIMPLE

10 ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION,
11 CONSTRAINT track_section_track_id_fkey FOREIGN KEY (track_id)
12 REFERENCES track (id) MATCH SIMPLE
13 ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION
14 )

Listing 4.23: Track section table

The client application allows a user to select a scenario and track to follow from a drop
down list or to upload such scenario. The process of selecting a scenario is simple as
the client application requests the scenario list, displays it to the user and upon selection
request scenario simulation.

Uploading a scenario however involve more work on the server side, since the input files
have to be verified, adjusted to the simulator needs and adapted to the virtual world data.
After all verification and parsing procedures are done the path finder has to be executed,
in order to find scenario tracks and split them into scenario sections. Only after the path
finding procedure is done for all tracks defined in the new scenario, all data is saved to the
database and the user’s scenario list is updated. The server application uses a mediator
class for uploading new scenarios, since additional external adapters are necessary, one for
parsing the given scenario map and additional adapters for parsing the scenario simulation
configuration and adapting it to the main simulator needs.

Both procedures for listing and for uploading scenarios are shown in a sequence diagram
on Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Scenario listing and uploading
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4.8.4 Synchronization and Visualization

Simulating many vehicles from different scenarios and allowing many users to access simu-
lation frames, requires synchronization between different scenario vehicles and users. This
synchronization is achieved by the mediator, that we already discussed, together with
usage of SmartFox user properties.

As we already mentioned in section 4.3, upon requested simulation by a user, the zone
extension will prepare user simulation properties and transfer the user to the corresponding
room, which is to handle the user simulation for the initial path section of the vehicle,
selected to be followed by the user. Those properties contain the primary vehicle track id,
the current track section to be played as well as all the secondary vehicle tracks from the
chosen scenario. When the user is joined to the room, which is to handle its simulation,
those properties are used to register the primary vehicle as well as all the secondary
vehicles, whose track sections belong to the current sector.

Simulation and visualization https://www.websequencediagrams.com/

1 of 1 2/24/18, 11:31 AM

Figure 4.10: Simulation and visualization

Additionally the the room extension assigns a property for vehicle initialization and vehicle
id. The vehicle id property is derived from the simulation controller once the vehicle is
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added to the simulation and a unique vehicle id is generated by the simulator. The vehicle
initialization property is used to point out, whether the user has been notified about
which vehicle he initially has chosen to follow. It is purely necessary for the visualization.
Since a requested scenario may contain many vehicles and their unique ids are not known
beforehand, the first frame data send to the user will also contain information about the
vehicle, which the user has chosen to follow, which will also set the user’s initial viewpoint
to follow this specific vehicle. Once the user is notified about his primary vehicle, the
vehicle initialization property is set to true and the server will never again send the primary
vehicle’s id to the client application explicitly. This property is checked each time a new
frame is requested by the user and it is important that the primary vehicle information
is not send with each frame to the client, since it will keep the user’s viewpoint always
at the primary vehicle, thus disabling the opportunity the user to change its viewpoint to
follow another vehicle. The whole process of simulation scenario selection, visualization
and transfer between sectors is shown on Figure 4.10.

On the client side, the event listeners, registered to the server adapter, which we already
discussed in section 4.7, help with scenario selection and initialization of the visualiza-
tion. Once the visualization is started, a DataModel module is used to handle the whole
visualization process. This module is implemented as a singleton service and is used for
registering and executing frame data handlers. Each handler, registered from other part
of the client code, will receive only a piece of the frame data, for which it is registered.
Additionally those handlers are executed as Promises, which means that they are asyn-
chronously executed, allowing for execution not only of calculations but also of animations.

1

2 self.addHandler = function addHandler(type, handler) {
3

4 var handlers = [
5 self.STREETS_HANDLER,
6 self.BUILDINGS_HANDLER,
7 self.CARS_HANDLER,
8 self.BOUNDS_HANDLER,
9 self.RAIN_HANDLER,

10 self.PEDESTRIANS_HANDLER,
11 self.STATIC_BOX_OBJECT_HANDLER
12 ];
13

14 if((handlers.findIndex( (el) => { return el == type; }) > -1)
15 && typeof handler == "function") {
16

17 DATA_HANDLERS[type] = function (data) {
18 return new Promise(function (resolve, reject) {
19 handler(data, resolve, reject);
20 });
21 }
22 }
23 }

Listing 4.24: DataModel handler registering

This turns the service into a main data handler, which allows at a single point data parsers
for each type of frame data to be defined, thus allowing the data to be adjusted in a such
a way, that the visualization can process it correctly.
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1 var handleData = function handleData(data, initialized) {
2 // Timing values
3 self.simulationTimePrevMs = self.simulationTimeCurrMs;
4 self.simulationTimeCurrMs = data.simulationTime;
5 self.simulationTimeDeltaMs =
6 self.simulationTimeCurrMs - self.simulationTimePrevMs;
7

8 //execute specific handler with specific data
9 var promises = [];

10 for(var h in DATA_HANDLERS) {
11 if(DATA_HANDLERS[h] && (data[h] != null)) {
12 promises.push(
13 DATA_HANDLERS[h](
14 PARSERS[h] ? PARSERS[h](data[h]) : data[h]
15 )
16 );
17 }
18 }
19

20 Promise.all(promises)
21 .then(initialized ? onHandlersDone : initialize);
22 }

Listing 4.25: DataModel handlers execution

Additionally, executing all the registered handlers as promises allows the DataModel to
slow down or speed up the visualization, depending on the speed, with which each handler
returns status fulfilled. Once all the handlers have returned status fulfilled, the DataModel
decides to initialize the visualization, if it is not yet initialized, or to proceed with it via
requesting the next visualization frame and execute a special afterEachFrame handler for
post-processing, if such is registered.

1 var initialize = function initialize() {
2 console.log(’INITIALIZE SIMULATION ANIMATION’);
3 if(self.onDataProcessed) self.onDataProcessed();
4 self.onDataProcessed = null; //executed only once
5 }
6

7 var onHandlersDone = function onHandlersDone() {
8 if(typeof self.afterEachFrame == "function")
9 self.afterEachFrame(); //e.g. send a screenshot

10

11 WebService.WS_nextFrame();
12 }

Listing 4.26: DataModel after handler execution

Since the DataModel controls visualization handlers execution, it behaves a lot like a me-
diator, providing communication API for other modules to register their handlers and
therefore completely eliminating direct connection between them. Since the DataModel
takes care of the visualization speed, depending on handlers execution time, it can also
provide an additional caching mechanism. The caching mechanism allows the DataModel
to visualize one simulated frame, while keeping the next simulated frame in the memory.
Although just a single frame is kept in the memory, if a delay occurs, while a new frame is
retrieved from the server, due to the cached frame, the client’s visualization will proceed
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smoothly, since its dependency to the web communication is slightly eased.

1 self.onData = function onData(data) {
2 if(!data) return; //stop simulation
3

4 if(typeof self.onDataProcessed == "function") {
5 console.log(’Init simulation’);
6 handleData(data, false);
7 }else if(!cachedPrevFrame) {
8 console.log(’Init cache’);
9 cacheData(data);

10 WebService.WS_nextFrame();
11 }else {
12 console.log(’Play and cache’);
13 handleData(cachedPrevFrame, true);
14 cacheData(data); //cache current frame data
15 }
16 }

Listing 4.27: DataModel visualization and caching mechanism

As shown in Listings 4.27, the visualization proceeds in several steps. First, if the visu-
alization is not yet initialized, the DataModel will run the necessary handlers and start
rendering the visualization. The very first data received by the DataModel is always the
world data, so at this point the DataModel will execute all the necessary handlers for
environment objects - streets, buildings, static objects, world boundaries. If the visual-
ization is already initialized, the DataModel will check for cached frame each time a new
frame is received. If the cache is empty, the new frame will be cached, but not played and
the DataModel will request another frame. Otherwise, if there is already cached frame,
it will be visualized, and the new frame will be cached. This process continues until the
server stops sending simulation frames back to the client. For each received frame, all
the handlers, for which the frame contains data, will be executed. During visualization,
mostly the handlers for vehicles and weather are executed, but if changes are done on
server side and the pieces of environment data are sent with each frame, then the client
application will rebuild the visualized world accordingly.

The frame data handlers are often implemented using a separate module, tightly related
to the task of the handler. For example the environment builder, car controller, light
controller and rain controller modules are used accordingly in the handlers for building
environment objects, vehicles and weather. The first three modules are implemented
following the factory pattern ([Gam95]). This allows a single module to create, manipulate
and also remove a scope of visualized objects. This approach proves to be handy, since
whenever new objects have to be visualized on the place of old ones, the old objects have to
be remove quickly, in order to free system resources. For example the environment builder
keeps track of all the objects that are created using it, thus whenever new sector map
has to be visualized, the previously visualized environment can be removed completely by
using a single method from the environment builder API. The same approach is used for
car and light controller, which are even more often required to remove old objects and
create new ones.

The DataModel decouples not only the modules inside the client application and their
dependency on the frame data representation, but also the communication between client
and server application, since the frame data format is allowed to change, whenever server
side changes are made.
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4.9 Configuration

Our simulation platform needs to be configured in several aspects. The first one is the
initialization of the virtual world. Its pre-processing requires details about the map and
how it has to be converted to Java objects. After the map is converted, it needs to be
split on sectors, which contain overlapping areas and only then saved to the database.
Therefore information about map splitting, i.e. sector and overlapping size, need to be
included in a configuration file and used whenever a zone server is initialized.

Since each sector has a running simulator, and handles user simulations, configuration for
the whole sector’s simulation, such as weather conditions for example, has to be given.

Simulator’s performance depends also on configuration, especially about frame-generating
speed and frame buffer size. If the frame rate is higher, then the simulator will produce
more detailed simulation, but will also take more time and will need more memory to store
the frame data. Since a sector keeps running simulator’s instance until all simulations are
completed and stored in the mediator buffers, the frame buffer size is necessary to be
restricted, which is a security measure, preventing denial of service scenario, which may
occur if all the server’s memory is occupied with frame data.

All the configuration we mentioned until now is loaded from a configuration file, added to
the zone configuration representing the virtual world on our server. Additionally, a loaded
zone extension can be configuration about the amount of users allowed to connect, the
amount of rooms that can be created, etc. All those settings as well as the path to the
configuration file are set using the SmartFox admin panel, as shown on Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Zone configuration

Last but not least, the web server can also be configured, about the served port, session
time, allowed communication protocols, etc. Additionally filters can be configured for
security reasons or user management. Performance configuration can be fine tuned for a
specific system, in order to enhance server’s performance in specific aspects.
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Figure 4.12: Web server configuration

4.10 Security

Since our simulation application is based on the client/server architecture, it requires
security mechanisms to be applied, in order to allow correct application behavior.

As we already mentioned, our client application is based on web technologies, which make
the communication between server and client vulnerable to various attacks. Due to the
WebSocket protocol, SmartFoxServer increases a lot the security of the connection be-
tween client and server applications. Each time a user connect to the server, a dedicated
connection is opened and preserved as shown on Figure 4.13. Thus every message between
this client and the server is sent through this connection. This guarantees that the sent
messages are always received by the correct side and cannot be intercepted. Addition-
ally, for each connection, on the server side an object, containing information about the
user, who has opened the connection, is created. By making use of this user-objects, on
the web server user management mechanisms are implemented. This allows the server to
keep track of user’s actions and thus providing user-related events, which can improve the
internal communication between zone and rooms.

Since WebSocket protocol requires only one HTTP handshake message to be sent from
client to server, in order a connection to be opened, further messages do not need to carry
header information, which can expose additional information.

Depending on the web server configuration, which we mentioned in the previous section,
a client session is maintained, thus the user actions are tracked and user’s connection can
be restricted, by defining a session and user idle time. If a user keeps a connection open
for too long, without using any services, it will be closed automatically, thus requiring a
new connection to be established, once the user decides to be active again. This can help
the connection management and therefore reduce the threat of denial of service attacks,
due to exhausted connections capacity.

Additionally due to the platform architecture, which is based on the three-tier model,
clients are never in direct touch with the database server. Additionally each web server
keep configuration, allowing it to connect to the database server and be authenticated.
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Figure 4.13: Client authentication process

Upon login, the user’s credentials are transmitted via the binary WebSocket protocol in
an encrypted message, which adds additional protection against eavesdropping. Once the
credentials are received on the server side, the SmartFox will decrypt them automatically
to their original format. By using a custom login on zone level, SmartFox development kit
allows for custom implementation of the login logic, thus allowing for additional encryption
to be used for storing user credentials in the database.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

Since our simulation platform is a distributed solution, in this chapter we are going to
evaluate the behavior and status of the web server at different levels of stress, i.e. at
different amount of connected users. As the users need to pass through several steps
before they are able to start visualization of their simulation, the web server experiences
different type of stress.

The first stage for using our simulation platform is always the login phase, at which each
new user has to authenticate. At this point the web server does not require many resources,
since user login is handled by using database transactions for credentials verification and
no additional computations. Messaging at this point is also not under high load, since no
specific user request are sent and no large messages are sent back to the client.

As we can see on Figure 5.1, in the login phase the web server uses just several hundred
megabytes, which are enough for keeping the system running and serving requests. After
users start selecting simulation scenarios, the amount of resources necessary to process
the simulations, to provide the virtual world as well as to store the buffer data increases
non-linearly, depending on the scenario complexity, i.e. the amount of tracks included in
the scenario and the number of currently active rooms.

SmartFox server keeps a slightly more memory allocated than the actually used memory,
in order to provide a buffer for its processes. The allocated by the server memory is always
restricted by the systems capacity, i.e. depending on the hardware of the server machine.
In our example we are using a machine with 8GB of RAM and 2.60GHz processor allowing
for 4 main threads to run concurrently on the system. And at the stage of running several
concurrent simulation scenarios in 2 different rooms (sectors), while more than 40 users
are connected to the server, requires 2GB allocated memory as shown on Figure 5.2, which
is 25% of the system memory. At this point the CPU usage is maximized, due to all the
computations necessary to process the simulation scenarios.

As we can also see, memory usage reaches its peak when the users have selected their
scenarios and all the necessary rooms and buffers for handling the simulations are created.
Whenever the web server is doing calculations for a single sector, i.e. in a single room,
due to the fact that only one simulation will process all the scenarios, the resource usage
does not increase further. Creating buffers for user simulation does not seem to require
too much memory, and is also a configurable behavior, due to the capacity restriction of
simulation buffers set in the server’s configuration. Nevertheless, creating more and more
rooms, which have their own simulator instances, increases the resource usage a lot. This
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Figure 5.1: Server resource usage at login phase

is due to the fact that each room also keeps its sector map data loaded in memory, and a
single sector can contain many map objects.

Another aspect of the server performance is the network traffic. As we can see on Figure
5.2, the size of the messages sent from the server to the client are way more, than the
size of the messages sent in the opposite direction. This is due to the fact that the
server mostly receives user requests containing simple command names and eventually
simple parameters, but the server responses normally contain data about scenarios and
their tracks, virtual world data or frame data. While comparing user requests and internal
messaging on Figure 5.3, we can notice that the main system threads are almost not loaded
at all, since they are used only for internal messaging, thus the main network load falls
onto the extensions and their handlers on zone and room levels. We must also emphasize,
that the outgoing messages graph does not consider WebSocket connections, thus it shows
a very little traffic activity.

As we are using the regular free SmartFox version, our simulation platform is restricted to
handle up to 100 concurrent users. As we already discussed, concurrent user connections
does not cause much load on the server, but keeping many rooms active, thus loading
many sectors in memory and running different simulation instances in each sector makes
the server experience a huge load. CPU usage seems not to be a problem, since the server
schedules and manages its threads, but memory usage is very high due to the large amount
of world objects loaded in memory for each sector.

Running many concurrent users in a single sector slows down the simulation, but guar-
antees that no resource issues will occur. As keeping many rooms active leads to high
memory usage, sector size has to be adjusted accordingly. The less sectors are active, the
less map objects will be loaded in the memory, but if sectors are too big, room creation
will require a bigger portion of memory to be allocated at once. Keeping a good balance
between sector size and number of active sectors will allow for robust server functioning.
Distributing rooms to different server machines can solve the problem, but will require
those rooms to be statically created, thus always active and ready to serve user request.
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Figure 5.2: Server resource usage at simulation phase

Figure 5.3: Server messaging traffic
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Chapter 6

Future Work

Our simulation platform is a result of long work on the client and server applications in
combination with development of sensors, simulation controllers, simulators and models.
During development of all these components of the final system, many concepts have been
implemented, but also some ideas did not find place in the simulation platform. In this
chapter we are going to explain several new ideas, which are about to become a part of
the simulation platform.

6.1 Single simulation per vehicle

As we already explained, our simulation platform works by splitting the virtual world on
sectors. For each sector, a separate simulator is assigned and manages all the vehicles,
which have to be simulated in the sector. This means that when the simulator executes,
calculations over the whole virtual world as well as all the vehicles have to be made, in
order to produce simulation frames.

As we saw in chapter 5, maintaining the virtual world is the most memory consuming ac-
tivity, followed by simulation buffers. By borrowing an approach from game development,
we consider that decoupling further the simulation can bring more advantages and even
more flexibility in the whole platform. The new idea, we want to apply in future, is based
on the area of interest, which we already discussed in section 2.2.

Instead of using one simulator, handling all the vehicles in a single sector, we want to
run single simulator for each vehicle. Of course we will preserve the world structure, i.e.
using sectors, as well as some simulator working on the territory of a whole sector, but
the main vehicle simulation, has to be done by a single module and only for a single
vehicle. In order to achieve this goal, an area of interest has to be defined for each vehicle,
additionally a new simulator instance has to be created for each vehicle and take as input
only the rough trajectory of the track, which the vehicle is supposed to follow. Once
a simulator for a single vehicle is started, it will compute a precise trajectory and new
simulation frames only for its own vehicle, and will operate in an area, including the close
virtual world around the rough trajectory only. This small area can be fetched directly
from the database, by which keeping a whole sector in memory might become unnecessary
condition. This will greatly reduce the amount of data involved in simulation computation,
as well as the number of vehicles, since only one will be handle per simulator instance.
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Since only one vehicle is involved in this simulation, the physics engine has to compute
less data and therefore execute faster.

As vehicles can enter area of interest of other vehicles, synchronization between the simu-
lators handling the interacting vehicles has to be implemented. Using events for notifying
simulators, that an external vehicle is entering the area of interest, can ease the problem
with vehicles interaction. Additionally if vehicles are getting too close to each other, the
controller modules of each vehicle have to react and decide whether changes have to be
applied to the simulations, in order to avoid collisions. Whenever an external vehicle en-
ters the area of interest of another vehicle, both vehicle simulators have to synchronize
each other about the positions of the vehicles and include this data to their own frame
data, which will be used later by the visualization application.

The simulator(s) operating over the whole sector are commonly used for communication
between vehicles, thus they have to be able to receive data from all the vehicles running
currently in the sector, but should not require virtual world data, in order to reduce
the memory consumption. Rather they have to respond to vehicle messages and give
information, which may or may not be considered by the vehicle’s simulator, depending
on the case.

The visualization has to be changed slightly, in order to apply the new decoupled simu-
lation approach. The world data has to be built dynamically for each frame, depending
on the current position of the area of interest, which changes with the movement of the
vehicle. Changing viewpoint to other vehicles will not be possible for normal users, but
can be allowed for spectators, i.e. users that do not request simulations, but are allowed
to observe simulations running in a single sector.

Applying such approach based on area of interest can decrease memory consumption,
due to the restricted amount of virtual world objects, that have to be provided for each
simulation, which in the worst case will be the whole sector map. Additionally single
simulators will execute much faster, due to the fact that they operate only with one single
vehicle. In the worst case, a single simulator has to consider other vehicles, only if they
are in its area of interest and are too close to the simulated vehicle. In such cases the
controller module is supposed to support the simulator by estimating the situation and
giving suggestions for simulation changes, in order to avoid collisions. Global simulators
can gather information from all the simulated vehicles in a single sector and provide result
data, for example for traffic jams, repair works, blocked streets, etc. This decoupling will
reduce greatly memory consumption, but also increase the performance of single tasks,
due to the decreased amount of input data, that has to be processed.

6.2 Online model development, test and deployment

The chair of software engineering at RWTH-Aachen University develops a modeling lan-
guage, described in details in [BKRW17], and has also developed an Online IDE 1, allowing
for development of new models in a web application. Since each new model has to be tested
and since the IDE is used online, a solution allowing online testing has to be provided too.
However, executing new models directly on our simulation platform requires also deploy-
ment of the new models as well as their adaptation to the simulation platform, in order

1Integrated Development Environment
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to preserve correct behavior. Therefore a new idea has to be developed to ease the entire
development process, i.e. to allow easy transition from development phase to test phase
and deployment.

Since the online IDE is already deployed and working, test integration has to be provided,
allowing for online simulation tests. As a solution, a simple server application can be
used, on which the new model is deployed together with adapters to be used by the Simu-
lationController and a single simulation scenario. The simple server then can execute the
scenario in order to test the newly provided model. Each time a new model is created
and a test is required, a new simple server instance is started to run the test simulation.
After successful model test, the simple server has to be stopped, and the model together
with the adapters used by the SimulationController as well as the updated Simulation-
Controller code has to be submitted to the version control system and then deployed on
the general simulation platform. As the platform supports hot deployment, no restart will
be necessary to apply the new changes on both client and server applications.

Another solution can be applying translation of the model into JavaScript code, which can
be used as a simulation of a test server application, providing the necessary frame data
to the visualization application directly. As it seems to be more reasonable to translate
the model implementation into JavaScript, since the visualization application as well as
the online IDE are both web based, this will also require large amount of modules such as
sensors, controllers, etc. to be translated also into JavaScript. This task might turn to be
way too complex for implementation, due to the differences between JavaScript and Java
or C++ languages, which used for development of the modules we mentioned above.

However, the whole idea is really fresh and many discussions are required for gathering
solution concepts. In this section we emphasize on the concepts we have currently gathered
and need to be discussed further, in order to exploit any advantages or disadvantages of
these approaches.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Autonomous driving vehicles are important scientific topic nowadays. Many researches
are being conducted in both hardware prototyping as well as software simulation. Since
software simulation is cheaper, better configurable and also can provide very detailed
statistical data, many simulators are developed or in development process.

Common software simulations are normally single applications, which have to be installed
on a machine with all the necessary dependencies, to allow configuring and running a
simulation. These dependencies can be about the technical data, necessary for correct
calculations or models defining how dynamic simulation objects, as vehicles for example,
behave in different situations. A simulator distributed as a single application might also
depend on the operational system, which leads to limited scope of potential users. Ad-
ditionally, when a new model has to be used, a new version of the simulator application
has to be installed, together with a new database storing the necessary data for running
the new models. The simulated environment is also stored in the database, and since
an application is installed as a bundle, whenever new simulation scenario configured for
specific terrain and environment needs to be executed, the simulator application might
not be able to provide the necessary environment to run this simulation. In such cases
additional updates have to be requested or the simulator application should be open for
client extensions, i.e. allowing the users to develop software extensions of the simulator
in order to be able to simulate their specific scenarios. Such mechanism however does not
seem to be a good solution, due to the fact that most of the users of software simulator
are engineers, rather than computer scientists or software developers.

As we already introduced our platform, we have pointed out that our solution allows easy
update of visualization and even server applications, due to the easy deployment of new
versions of the applications and that the user does not have to install specific application,
but rather user our client application in a regular web browser. Additionally, our server
serves a real world data provided by OpenStreetMap, and due to the distributed approach
we have made use of, our platform is capable of serving very extensive map. Along with all
these advantages, the client/server approach brings its negatives, concerning to mostly sys-
tem resources, communication and security. As we already discussed, the communication
between client and server as well as the security of the connection between these appli-
cation are optimized via communication protocols, encryption and correct management.
Resource consumption is still high, especially because of the broad virtual world, which
is served by each sector. However, our platform is built in a way allowing distribution
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on many machines, thus providing a solution, which will reduce the memory consumption
and allow even larger world map to be served by the simulation platform.

More work has to be done in optimizing the simulation processes and reducing further
necessary memory for handling world data. We currently work on development of new
concepts for simulation optimization, before we can start their implementation and adap-
tation to the current simulation platform.

As test driven development is in the basics of the development process of our platform,
automation of model and simulation tests is a desired improvement for our platform.
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